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gas in place against his neighbor, and hence no pro-
tection against drainage except by offset drilling,
forces oil into the market in response to the num-
ber of offset wells rather than the market demand.
The remedy of these neighbors is not injuction,
nor accounting, nor receivership of the offending
wells; it is offset drilling, whether the oil thereby
produced can be sold at profitable prices or at all.
And the remedy of the neighbors of these neighbors
is to drill also; so that everyone in the field, to use
Henry L. Doherty's expression, must compete in
the run on the bank. Since the operator having the
readiest outlet presumably drills the most wells and
produces the most oil, his neighbors, required to
offset, must collectively produce at a rate which is
automatically higher than the average demand of
all outlets, or else they must lose their oil. They
cannot hold for better times; therein their business
differs from that of the producer of coal, copper,
or iron. The doctrine of capture is thus the first
artificial factor which sets the oil industry apart
and calls for legislative correction. To quote the
Federal Oil Conservation Board:

" Both the immediate potential supply of crude
oil and the quantity recoverable over a period of
years are dependent upon a factor which no State
has found means to effectively control, and which
stimulates production without direct relationship
to the demand for oil-the system of offset drilling
necessitated by the prevalent doctrines of owner-
ship. An oil pool, being a physical unit, is subject
to drainage by any surface owner regardless of the
oil content of his acreage. In the absence of statute
or agreement, the only recourse of a co-owner is to
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compete for capture by offset drilling. The State's
authority to control this basic factor, drilling, is
largely untested, except for some successful efforts
to control spacing of wells."

THE RELATIONSHIP OF LESSOR AND LESSEE

The second artificial factor arises not from the re-
lationship between adjoining landowners but from
the separation of interests between landowners and
lessees of the same tract. Landowners, without re-
sources to drill wells, generally lease to operators
the privilege to do so. Leases vary greatly in form,
from conveyances of a separate mineral estate to
licenses to explore. In practically all of them, how-
ever, the lessor's return is his royalty on produc-
tion, and the lessee is under certain obligations
which constitute collectively the second artificial
factor under consideration-the lessee's express
and implied covenants. As this factor is one theo-
retically capable of control by agreement, and is
more of a consequence of the doctrine of capture
than it is an independent factor, no attention will
be paid to it here except to point out some of the
consequences.

Consideration may be omitted here of those cove-
nants attaching before production is struck. Once
a discovery is made, certain implied covenants be-
come enforceable on behalf of the lessor, all of
them impelling production and limiting the les-
see's power to leave oil in the ground even if he
wished to do so. The principal covenants exerting
particular pressure toward market are the fol-
lowing:
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First, there is an implied covenant to produce
for market.

Second, there is an implied covenant to continue
to drill and develop the leased land after discovery.

Third, there is an implied covenant to drill and
produce offset wells to protect the premises from
drainage.

The consequences of breach of these conditions
vary in different jurisdictions, but in general the
penalty is damages or forfeiture unless, in particu-
lar circumstances, the courts permit the lessee to
show that more wells would not pay for themselves.
These implied covenants spring, in part, from the
doctrine of capture-a landowner can prevent the
drainage of his land only by draining it himself,
and his lessee must either do it for him, or get off, or
pay damages.

In outlining here these present and existing fac-
tors which lead to the dissipation of a pool entirely
without relation to market demand, it is useless to
dwell on the fact that the inception of the doctrine
of capture was an avoidable accident.

IV. OVERPRODUCTION IN EAST TEXAS

1. Federal Oil Conservation Board, Report V,
1932:

[Page 42 et seq.]

THE EAST TEXAS FIELD

The early stages of development in the east
Texas field offered an outstanding example of waste-
ful competitive development and premature with-
drawal of underground reserves. A true picture
of the significance and real effect of current devel-
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opment practices in east Texas upon the economic
structure will have better proportion when viewed
through the perspective of years. However, a re-
view of available facts will help formulation of
definite opinions regarding the effect of this devel-
opment and withdrawal on oil and gas conservation.

The east Texas area began to draw the interest
of the petroleum industry, and shortly thereafter
the attention of the public generally, upon the suc-
cessful completion on October 3, 1930, of the Joiner
"discovery" well, in Rusk County, Tex., at a re-
ported depth of 3,592 feet. Within a year from
the discovery of oil at this relatively shallow depth,
in what geologists have now agreed is the Wood-
bine formation, the proved limits of the field had
been extended to an area some 35 miles long and 3
to 71/2 miles wide with more than 2,200 completed
wells and 780 active drilling operations under way.
During one week at the end of the first year of de-
velopment nearly 200 new locations for derricks
were made.

For a time, lack of control in all its phases-
engineering, economic, political, and personal-
seemed to predominate in the east Texas area, but
it should not be inferred that there were no honest
attempts to conserve this vast reservoir of oil, and
those efforts have not been useless.

Contemplation of the east Texas area leads to the
use of superlatives. In introducing a discussion
covering the east Texas oil field, sponsored by the
East Texas Geological Society and the Dallas, Tex.,
petroleum geologists, the statement was made:

Today (December 1931) east Texas stands as the
greatest field in all oil-producing history; greatest
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in area; greatest in daily potential; greatest in fu-
ture reserves; greatest in threat to the oil-produc-
ing business; and, if production is not restricted, it
will be the greatest in waste of natural resources.

The areal proportions of the east Texas field and
its size compared with other major oil fields in the
United States are evident in the accompanying
map, figure 3, reproduced in this report through
the courtesy of Hudnall & Pirtle, consulting geolo-
gists.

The whole gamut of controversial questions has
been run in attempting to determine equitable and
rational production of oil. Although many groups,
organizations, and official and semiofficial bodies
have been called together in an effort to solve the
economic and technical problems of east Texas, in
essence the main differences of opinion seem to have
been between the proponents of some form of pro-
ration or "allowable withdrawal" of oil from the
field and the advocates of competitive drilling and
unrestricted production programs, sometimes re-
ferred to as the "antiprorationists." Many plans
have been proposed to permit "allowable with-
drawal", or to develop the field as a unit, or several
units. Public opinion in the east Texas area, how-
ever, has not reached a point where all interested
parties are receptive to the suggestion that oil and
gas operations be conducted under a unit plan. As
an outgrowth of conditions in certain areas of the
field during the summer of 1931, the Governor of
Texas called out the State militia on August 17, and
the field was shut down. Injunctions followed and
the settlement of these matters is still pending in
the higher courts. When the field was reopened on
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September 5, an allowable production of 225 bar-
rels per well per day was established by the Rail-
road Commission. This allowable production has
been reduced gradually and as of May 16, 1932, each
well was allowed to produce 59 barrels per day, an
allowable production for the field of about 325,000
barrels daily.

Accurate estimates of reserves in fields under
prorated production are difficult to obtain because
of factors which did not appear when fields were
produced to commercial depletion through natural
decline, and no one method now in existence seems
adequate for general application. Nevertheless,
methods are being evolved which permit making
fairly accurate approximations of ultimate recov-
ery. According to the averaged figures of some 60
geologists and engineers, who have studied the east
Texas oil field intensively and who discussed recov-
eries from that field at an open meeting in Tyler,
Tex., December 17, 1931:

The east Texas field at present comprises an area
of 98,250 proven acres, of which approximately
50,000 acres are considered the "heart of the field."
In this 50,000 acres, the average maximum thick-
ness of saturated sand actually recovered in cores
is 40 feet, the average maximum drilled is 70 feet,
porosity ranged from 20 to 31 percent, the esti-
mated average recovery is 40 percent, and an esti-
mated average ultimate yield of 30,322 barrels per
acre is arrived at.

The remaining or edge 50,000 acres is estimated
to have an average pay sand thickness of 18.4 feet
and an estimated average ultimate yield of 12,000
barrels per acre. The total ultimate production
of the field is estimated at 2,100,000,000 barrels.
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Statistics compiled by the United States Bureau
of Mines show the cumulative production from the
east Texas field to April 1, 1932, to be 137,444,000
barrels. In February 1932 there were 706 opera-
tors, 1,980 producing leases, and 4,352 producing
wells. On May 15, 1932, the number of producing
wells was approximately 5,520.

Assuming a potential reserve of approximately
2 billion barrels, the cumulative production to April
1, 1932 (137,444,000 barrels), represents a depletion
of 6.87 percent.

The original bottom-hole pressures were above
1,600 pounds per square inch, as estimated from
readings of recording instruments which were not
run in the wells. Bottom-hole pressure gages now
in use show that in parts of the field the reservoir
pressure has declined below 800 or 900 pounds per
square inch, and some wells have stopped flowing.

The rapid decline in reservoir pressures demon-
strates the detrimental effect of competitive devel-
opment and rapid withdrawal. Oil in the east
Texas field has been referred to as "undersatu-
rated"; that is, more gas, if it had been present in
the formations, could have been dissolved in the oil
under existing reservoir conditions. Because of
this undersaturation the gas-oil ratios in the field
are relatively low (300 to 450 cubic feet per barrel)
and at present are fairly uniform throughout the
field.

In this connection, penetration of the sand body
is a factor that will influence the later productive
life of the field. Today, wells of shallow penetra-
tion are "stripping off" the lighter and less viscous
fractions, leaving the heavier and more viscous
fractions to be recovered subsequently. Although
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gas pressures are being lowered, making more dif-
ficult the recovery of the heavier fractions and
probably lessening the ultimate recovery, never-
theless the menace of water encroachment in parts
of the field makes inexpedient the deep or complete
penetration of the sand body. Therefore, a balance
must be struck between the conservation of gas and
the hazard of water encroachment.

To obtain the maximum lifting efficiency of the
gas that is dissolved in the oil a considerable amount
of experimental work has been applied to the
"choking" or restricting the flow of oil and gas at
the bottoms of wells. Placing a restriction or
"choke" at the bottom of the flow column creates a
high differential pressure between the entrance and
discharge sides of the aperture, thereby permitting
gas to come out of solution. The expansive energy
of this gas forces the oil to the surface. Although
more study is needed with reference to bottom-hole
"choking", it is believed that the principle has
sound application to underground conditions in the
east Texas area, and that the method promotes the
maintenance of relatively high reservoir pressures
and the prevention of irregular encroachment of
water, as well as the saving and efficient use of
expanding gas.

The water situation in the east Texas field is still
problematical. At one time it was predicted that
Water would "flood the field" in a short time, and
salt-water disposal methods were contemplated.
Undoubtedly proration has retarded the encroach-
ment, and ideas regarding a rapid water drive have
been modified. Most of the engineers and geologists
in the east Texas field agree "that a sufficient
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hydrostatic head exists and that orderly and re-
stricted production will be necessary to reduce the
water problem to a minimum."

A report by the Railroad Commission of Texas
for April 30, 1932, showed 96 wells making water
in varying amounts. In general, these wells are
located along and near the west edge of the field.

The foregoing review of conditions in the east
Texas field shows the need for rational control to
maintain the social and economic structure of the
industry and to conserve the underground supply.
Water encroachment has been retarded since meth-
ods of orderly production have been employed, and
in consequence the ultimate recovery from the field
has been increased over what it would have been
if uncontrolled production had continued. How-
ever, the amount of this increase is not determi-
nable. The ultimate effect of the east Texas field
upon the economic structure depends upon how
wisely the industry and the public permit rational
methods of withdrawal to be applied during its
remaining productive life.

2. Oil and Gas Journal, July 27, 1933, p. 35.-
McIntyre, Flush Fields and Illegal Oil Runs Re-
sponsible for Increased Production:

* * * The increase in east Texas alone was
3,830,217 barrels in excess of the total increase in
the United States over the first half of last year.
The combined increase of production in east Texas,
Oklahoma City, and Conroe, Tex., was 59,808,692
barrels, as against a total for the whole country of
39,022,180 barrels, indicating a falling off in other
fields of 20,786,512 barrels.
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Millions of barrels of oil produced in disregard
of legal production allowables made by the Texas
Railroad Commission and the Oklahoma Corpora-
tion Commission comprised much of the unexpect-
edly large production yielded by Texas and Okla-
homa in the 6-month period. Regardless of price
some producers got rid of all the oil they could find
a market for, most of the crude going out in tank
cars. Much of this oil was bought by brokers who
gambled on selling it at a profit to refiners at vari-
ous points of destination.

At the beginning of the year it was expected that
production this year would be less than in 1932,
and until the third week in February it appeared
that the expectations would be realized. Then east
Texas began to assert itself, and from a production
of 10,459,555 barrels in January it changed to 17,-
355,872 barrels in March. It fell off to 10,916,250
barrels in April while potentials were being taken,
but in May it hit its all-time peak for a month by
pouring out 31,322,545 barrels, an average of more
than 1,000,000 barrels per day, an unprecedented
figure. A partial shut-down in June brought pro-
duction down to 22,908,640 barrels.

The Texas Gulf coast also manifested a desire
to run away with production, starting off in Janu-
ary with a record of 3,906,389 barrels or 126,013
barrels per day, and increasing steadily to an aver-
age of 182,231 barrels per day in May, the highest
figure it ever reached. It ended the half year with
an average of 176,038 barrels per day in June. The
Conroe field was largely responsible for the in-
crease, with some help from the Thompson field,
formerly carried in these reports as the Rabbs
Ridge Field.
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In Oklahoma, the Oklahoma City field which pro-
duced 27,039,796 barrels in the first 6 months,
exceeded its production in the same period last year
by 8,852,528 barrels.

Crude-oil production in California during the
half year was the lowest for any similar period
since 1922, when production aggregated 61,092,778
barrels in the first half of that year. This
half year's output was 84,407,535 barrels. Un-
favorable marketing conditions in a part of the
period were responsible for a lack of new wells and
a decline in production. Kettleman Hills, the
most interesting field in California at this time,
produced about the same quantity of oil this year
it did in the like period in 1932.

The accompanying table shows a total of 320,571
oil wells producing on June 30. Of these, 175,480
wells in New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Vir-
ginia, Indiana, Illinois, and Kentucky produced an
average of less than one-half barrel per day, and if
we add to these eastern wells all the wells in Kansas
and north central Texas, including flush, semiflush,
and strippers, the combined 217,447 wells averaged
only 1.2 barrels per day. Then add the 58,742'wells
in Oklahoma and the combined daily average pro-
duction of the 276,189 wells, including Oklahoma
City's gushers, the good wells in the Greater Sem-
inole district and other flush and semiflush wells,
only reaches the 2/2-barrel per day mark. If the
flush and semiflush wells are taken out of the list, it
would be easy to show 250,000 wells in the United
States, the combined production of which did not
average over 1 barrel per well per day.
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Five producing divisions increased their produc-
tion over the same period last year: Kansas, Okla-
homa, east central Texas, east Texas, and the Gulf
coast. The aggregate increase was 57,231,092 bar-
rels. Against this all the others showed a decline,
but of only 18,208,912 barrels, the greatest loss hav-
ing been in California where production slumped
6,536,538 barrels. West Texas production declined
3,579,139 barrels. The detailed figures of gains
and losses follow:

Increase in production
Barrels

Kansas--_____--__--_________________________________ 1, 355, 032
Oklahoma _____-___--- _____--______________ .... 3, 043, 867
East central Texas -----------.--.--- __-__--- _-------- 356, 339
East Texas ____-_____________--__ _------_____________ 42, 852, 397
Gulf Coast (Tex., La.)-__.____________________.________ 9,623, 457

Total increase _---______________________________ 57, 231, 092'

Decrease in production
New York --__________________________________________ 348, 000
Pennsylvania--_____________________________ ... 493, 000
Ohio_-__-____.______--_______________________- - - 290, 000
West Virginia --________________________________--______ 264, 000
Kentucky--__________________________________________- 778, 000
Michigan--______________________________ .___----- 220, 000
Tennessee--__-___----____________________-_____-_______ 1, 000i
Indiana--________________________________------- 137, 000
Illinois __-----------------____________________________ 846, 000
North central Texas________________________________ --- 553, 096-
West Texas --_________________________________ 3, 579, 139
Texas Panhandle --___________________________________. 927, 463
Southwest Texas --___________________________________ 879, 303:
Arkansas--____________ -------------___________________ 752, 343
North Louisiana --_____________________________._______ 33, 216
Wyoming--_________________________________ __________ 1, 064, 974
Montana_ --___--____-_____-________-______ ____ _____ 121, 464
Colorado--___________________________________-- ________ 160, 291
New Mexico -_________________--_____________.___-____ 224, 085
California -____________________-________________--- - - - 6, 536, 538

Total decrease_--_____________________________ 18, 208, 912
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Summary of crude-oil production, in barrels,
months of 1,93

in United States, first 6

1930, pro- 1931, pro- 1932, pro- 1933, pro- Number Average
duction duction duction duction ofoilwellsdaily pro-
first 6 first 6 first 6 first 6 produc- auction

months months months months ing, June per well,
30 6 months

NewYork ----------- 2,172,000 1,637,000 1,832,000 1,484,000 14,200 0.58
Pennsylvania -------- 7,344,000 5,465,000 6,427,000 5,934,000 78,500 .42
Ohio ----------------- 3,390,000 2,811,000 2,357,000 2,067,000 36,600 .31
West Virginia -------- 2,792,000 2,210,000 1, 996, 000 1,732,000 14, 300 .67
Kentucky ------------ 3,878,000 3,176,000 2,994,000 2,216,000 14, 900 .82
Michigan ----------- 2,146,000 1,511,000 2,950,000 2,730,000 680 49.55
Tennessee ------------ 7,000 4,000 2,000 1,000
Indiana -- 1-------- 519,000 409,000 437, 000 300,000 2,380 .70
Illinois --------------- 3,010,000 2,283,000 2,610,000' 1,764,000 14,600 .67
Kansas ----------- 21,220,994 20,070,775 17,902,544 19,257,576 18,875 5.64
Oklahoma ------------ 117,779,527 95,838,677 77,113,805 80,157,672 58,742 7.54
North central Texas_ 24,842,224 15,029,694 13,544,129 12,991,033 23,092 3.11
West Texas - 6-------- 58,824,487 40,690, 647 32,807,924 29,228,785 3,048 52. 98
Texas Panhandle --- 17,163,665 10,092,312 9,124,081 8,196,618 1,994 22. 71
East central Texas 5,616,731 8,877,881 9,982,024 10,338,363 923 61.88
East Texas ---------------------- 31, 532,184 60, 752, 039 103, 604, 436 10,183 56. 21
Gulf Coast ----------- 35,982,479 31,422,135 24,551,304 34,174,761 3,120 60. 52
Southwest Texas -- 12,275,729 13,563,721 11,094,330 10,215,027 4,368 12.92
Arkansas ------------- 10,332,347 8,649, 636 6,309, 267 5, 556, 924 2, 905 10. 57
North Louisiana- 7,259,246 7,227,389 5,269,165 5,235,949 2,423 11.93
Wyoming .- 6-------- 8,927,810 7,814,930 6,602,252 5,537,278 3, 702 8. 2
Montana ------------ 1,646,357 1,501,846 1,196,703 1,075,239 1,452 4.09
Colorado .----------- 850, 036 758, 242 614, 793 454, 502 191 13. 15
New Mexico -------- 2,511,118 7,522,672 6,610,435 6,386,350 439 80. 37
Utah --------....
California -4 1138, 402, 863 95, 675, 449 90, 944,073 84,407, 535 8, 954 52. 08

Total - - 4-168, 893, 613 415,774,190 396,023, 868 435,046,048 320, 571 7. 50

Production of producing divisions, by months

January February March April May June Total 6months

Barrels Barrels Barrels Barrels Barrels Barrels Barrels
California_ 14,460,282 13,107,043 13, 414,980 14,262,943 14,817,633 14,344,654 84,407,535
Texas - - 26,115,932 25, 092,383 34,242,444 27,306,582 49,151,776 39,907,737 201,816,854
Oklahoma__ 12, 550,784 12, 570,992 15, 455,236 11,720,010 13,521, 80 14, 339, 070 80,157, 672
Kansas -- 2,871,282 2, 801,512 3, 604,539 3, 492,990 3, 277,103 3, 210,150 19, 257, 576
Arkansas_ _ 993,457 880,208 943,702 909, 120 928,667 901, 770 5,556, 924
Louisiana 2, 021,117 1,793,443 2, 070,695 2, 156,736 2, 116, 296 2,009,831 12, 168,118
Rocky

Mountain. 2,241,610 2,096,612 2,371,469 2,209,470 2,294,558 2,239,650 13,453,369
Eastern 3,112,00 2, 747,000 3,118,000 3, 017,000 3,177,000 3, 057, 000 18, 228,000

Total,
United
States 64,366,464 61, 089,193 75, 221,065 65, 074, 851 89, 284,61 80,009, 862435,046,048

98810-34-8
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V. THE EFPECT OF OVERPRODUCTION IN EAST TEXAS UPON PRICES

1. Average daily production and posted prices, 1931-1933

1931 production figures taken from Department of Commerce, Bureau of Mines, Mineral Resources of the United States, 1931. Part II (Crude petroleum and petroleum products), pp. 565, 566. 1932 production figures taken from Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Mines, Minerals Yearbook, 1932-1933, Statistical Appendix (Crude petroleum and petroleum products). pp. 308-303. 1933 production figures taken from Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Annual Petroleum Statement, 1933, No. p. 123, pp. 4-5.
These tables are all reprinted in Appendix B, pp. 110-11), 116-118,11-123. Where daily average production is not directly given, it is computed by dividing the monthly production by the number of days in the month.

Posted prices for 131 taken from Department of Commerce, Bureau of Mines, Mineral Resources of the United States, 1931, Part II (Crude petroleum and petroleum products), pp. 608-610. Posted prices for 132 taken from Department of Commerce, Bureau of
lines, Minerals Yearbook, 1932-1933, Statistical Appendix (Crude petroleum and petroleum products), p. 334. These tables are reprinted in Appendix B, pp. 113-135,119-120. Posted prices for 1933 taken from Oil Price Handbook, 1933 (published by the National

Petroleum News). Bureau of Mines' figures for 1933 have not as yet been published. Prices are given in dollars per barrel.

[Production in thousands of barrels]

IMid-Continent except east][ East Texas Oklahoma City Texas and Oklahoma City Appalachian Lima-Indiana-llinois Rocky Mountain Gulf Coast California Daily av-
erage pro-

Daily Posted price Daily Posted price Daily Posted price Daily Posted price Daily Posted price Daily Posted price Daily Posted price Daily Posted price for total
vergiverage/ Dt 3 in Dt

Date mount tion Date ion Date Aount
3

tio Dae Amount tion Date Amount tion Date Amount
8

tion Date Amount
7

tion Date Amount
8

1931
January ------ 3------ ----- 82 ------ ----- 1, 11 Jan. 1 $3. 01 81 Jan. 1 $1. SO 28 Jan. 1 $1. 10 57 Jan. 1 $0.95 178 Jan. 1 $0. 69 132 Jan. 1 $1.318 2,1321

Fehss26 - 98 - 1,357 -8.~~~~.. (18 Y3-27-59 [produ-19-2,362
March-98 Mar. 7 $0- 63 140 1,138 Mar. 1 .03 85 20 Mar.,5 .09 6 - --- - -- Mar.20 .68

A -2ril - 19 - - - 172-,127-82 Apr. 23 170 Mar. 31pou 2,240
May------------- 315 May 26 .33 177-3,124-78 Apr. 27 1.60 8-177 Ar.21 .60 32tn3i3 June 20 . 31,100 June o .3 a 82 J une 3 1 26 -- 171 Ar 2i5-478
uly----------------- 528 ------------ 134---- -1,016Jy 76 July 1 t 120 June 2 .70 17 June .33 115 June 3 .44 521 une .81 2,0

:iS::/f ~~ ~ ul :Jiii '1 82y Apr. 23 ' 1.0 --

J4(i a~u....... 1103~~July B 1.40 30 uly11 a 1 53 July .18 July 8 .31 5192,23

236~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 81 ._~~_._~_~~2, February ............. 98 / ..........I ..........t 1,ly 2 147 I 7...... 

Aug. 1.11 July 24 .70 July 24 .38 July 24 .40
August---- -440 Aug 1 .25 24-922 Aug. 22 .60 74 Aug. 17 1.60 28 fAug. 18 .85

Aug. 22 .68 1 [Aug. 29 1.65 Aug. 24 : } 53 Aug. 22 .62 341 Aug. 22 .55 305-2,394
Siep tem b er ----------- 360 ---------- ---------- 22 ---------- ----------- 946 ---------- ---------- )S ep t. 12 1.80 12 ---------- ---------- ---------- - -------- 140 ---------- - -------- --------- -- ------- ,149.5epemer - 6022 - 946 - 5t 2 18 32-51-140-506-~__~_2,3146
Ocoe( ------J1 ----- ----- 16ctob---r----- ------- 00 ------417-110-003------ 93 jP. , 33----------- 49-3------- 148----------- 105 -2,364

/M a i Nr. 5[ .50 50 49[

November- -407 Nov. 2 .83 178 - 3,044 Nov. 2 .81 88 Nov. 1 1.70 34 Nov. 3 1.03 50 Nov. 2 .77 i4 ov._2 .70 500-2,449
December ----------- 362----------- 167 ---------- 1,.019------------ 87 Dec. 16 .55 315 ---------- 50 ----------- ---- 14 --- 30-1 502 --a.-- - 2-,363

1932 
January-------------322---- - 21-919 2 ..-- -- 83----34- --- 48---- 134 ----- -1 501 -2,162
February--312 ---- 09-945 ---- 79---- 34--- 49--- 132-- 1 504 -- 2,156
March-- 343 ---- 112 -924 --- 80 ---- 37--- 50--- 129-- 502----2,176
April---------- 338 Apr. 1 .8 103----------970 Apr. .02 83 Apr. 2 1.75 37 Apr. 11 1.35 54 Apr. 11 .92 139 pr.11 .80 517 -2,264
May-- 345 ---- 10-947 ---- 86---- 39--- 49--- 142-- 502 ---- 2,221
June----------------353---------- 95-9-40----88-------- 38- --- 47----------------------- 471 Jne 26 1.00 2,171
July----------------345------9- 928------------ 80-- ----- 38-------- 49 --- 1 - -472...- 2,150
August------- 334 ---- 7-935 ---- 83 Aug 11 1.72 39 --- 50 --- 152 - -479------- 2,147
September---------- 373 ---- 75 -920 ---- 83 Sept.13 1.57 42 --- 46-----1--478-2,184
October----------- 367 Oct. 14 1.101 68-896 Oct. 15 1.04 76 Oct. 3 3.42 38 --- 44 Oct. 15 3.04 156 Oct. 15 .90 472 ----------- 2,116
November---- 359 ---- 83-890 ---- 76 ---- 34 --- 44 --- 164 -- 471-2,121

Dec 20 .69 Dec. 20 .69 471-isso
I 1eemer37 Dec. 36 .7 380 .}7-3 e.36 10 0{Dc 5

1933 72{Jan. 19 1.27 32{Jan. 10 .90 4 an. 1 .71 
January------------ 351 Jan. 20 .50 109- -875 Jan. .44 72an. 21 1.17 3 J 8 .70 Jan. 18 .4 an. 19 .58 461-2,102
February ------------ 387 ---------- ---------- 149 ---------- ---------- 887 ---------- -- 71--2840---1-- -46------- 40 ---------- ---------- 163 ---------- ---------- 463- 2,188
March-560-200-014-71-29-41-183 Mar. 6 .48 428 Mar. 5 .75 2,425
April-369 Apr. 25 .10 103-912-71-28-39-195 -473 -2,190
May ---------------- May 2-1------- 859 May 6 .25 71 (May .971

IMay 13 .25 134-839May-6-.25- May 22 1.07 31 May 9 .55 30 May 7 .25 214 May 3 .30 477 -2,-------- ------------ 795
Jne----------------841 June 9 .50 202--929 June 17 .44 74 33 June 16 .75 43 June 17 .44 218 June 19 .42 476 June 26 .85 2,813

durie 26 1.27
July 6 1.37 1.05

July------- 646-------- -278-949 July 8 .54 76 July 17 1.Y52 i37 ul- Jy 8 .487-2,752
J .July 28 1.167 (J 1 

August ----- --------- 608 Aug. 24 .60 268 Aug. 11 177 47 A .85 1360268Aug.25-9Aug 30 A0 Aug. 25 . 41Aug.26 .64 23 Aug.425 2,758

tf~~~t19 Aug. 25I .32 50

Sept. 6 7 Sept. 6 .71 Sept. 6 1.05 Sept. 7 -74 Sept. 6 .64I70 ul 2 . .90..September - 3~~~60 lSept. 9 223------929 ~Sept. 8 .83 81Sp.0 20 0;ept. 9 1:2 42 ISept. 9 240 Sept. 8 .79 48 et .0 2,611
Set. 29 1.00 I Sept. 29 3.00O Sept. 29 1.30 Sept. 29 1.00 Sept.29 .

55---October -2 - -- 195----- -860-83 Oct. 4 2.12 50-- 40-- 231 Sept.30 .92 470 -2,454

October -------------- ~~ ~~~~~~~.. .......... ........ 7-0 ..... 2,332

November------------453-----------192------------- 856----------- 78----------- 50 ----------- 41-----------203----------461-2, 332
December -- 451 188 847 75 -46-39-206-471 2,328

I 38'-38.9' gravity oil. 1933 prices from Oil Price Handbook, 1933, p. 152. Posted by Humble Oil and Refining Company, the largest purchaser in the field.
2 Same as Mid-Continent.
3 38o-38.9' gravity oil in 1931; 360-36.90 gravity oil in 1932 and 1933 (the change was necessitated by the change in the basis used by the Bureau of Mines). 1913 prices from Oil Price Handbook, 1933, p. 48. Posted by Stanolind Oil and Gas Company.

1933 prices from Oil Price Handbook, 1933, p. 143. Posted by South West Pennsylvania Pipe Line.
5 1933 prices from Oil Price Handbook, 1933, p. 146. Posted by Ohio Oil Company for the Lima, Ohio, field.
6 36'-36.9' gravity oil. 1933 prices from Oil Price Handbook, 3933 p. 364. Posted by Stanolind Oil and Gas Company.
7 Grade B (below 250) gravity oil, 1931 to December 1932; 240-24-9 gravity oil for December 1932 and 1933 (the change was necessitated by the change in the basis used by the Bureau of Mines). 1933 pr ces from Oil Price Handbook, 1933, p. 158. Posted by the Texas

company .
b 30'-30.90 gravity oil in 1931; 27o-27.9' gravity oil in 1932 and 1933 (the change was necessitated by the changss in the basis used by the Bureau of Mines). 933 prices from Oil Price Handbook, 1933, p. 165. Posted by Standard Oil Conpany of California.
D Postings discontinued.

Prepared by the U. S. Bureau of Mines, Petroleum Economics Division.
O.8810-34. (Pace p. 110.)
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[Pages 608-6101

Average monthly prices per barrel for selected grades of crude
etroleum at wells in 1931

January ---
February --
March --Papril
June
July --
August …
September
October ---
November_
December 

Pennsylvania
grade

South-
Brad-Bfrd-Penn-ford syl-

vania

$2.15 $1.80
2.15 1.80
2.15 1.80
2.11 1.76
2.00 1.60
1.77 1.37
1.67 1.27
1.97 1.57
2.20 1.75
2.20 1.80
2.00 1.70
1.92 1.62

2.02 1.65

Okla-
homa-

Kansas,
340

-

34.9
°

$0.89
.S9
.65
.55
.55
.31
.26
.42
.58
.58
.73
.73

5.9

Gulf-
coast
grade

B

$0. 69
.69
.69
.66
.60

.45
.55
.55
.70
.70

.59

Illinois

$1.30
1.30

.88

.80
80

.56

.49

.64

.80

.80
.94
.95

.85

Lima,
Ohio

$1.10
1.10
.93
.90
.90
.71
.64
.78
.90
.90
.99

1.00

90

Pan-
handle, 
Texas Cali- esTexas(Carson fornia (Crane-
and (Long (pton,

lzlAt~h- R1a-h. o
30 30.9 ') etc.,3030-309 i 30°-S0.9

° )

$1.38
1.38
1.10
.35
.35
.53
81

.81

81.81
81

.81

.83

$0.62
.62
.43
.33
.30
.25
.17
.28
.35
.35
.50
.50

.39

IADOIS-I
inson

Counties
35°-35.90°)

$0.63
.57
.45
.37
.32
.23
.18
.32
.43
.43
.58
.58

.42

Posted price per barrel of petroleum at wells in 1931, by grades, with
dates of change

Pennsylvania grade

Corning Illinois
In South- grade in Western L nd Mdad,

Date Bradford P west Buckeye Ken Lma, reMidland
Penusyl- Pipe uck Ohio 3 Mich.

Jan. 1 -$2.15 $1.80 $1.15 $1.1e $1.10 $1.30 $1.15
Mar. 6 --- .75 .90 .80-
Mar. 11 -. 80-
Mar. 13 .-------. 75
Apr. 23- 2.00 1.70-
Apr. 27 ------------ 1.80 ------ --------------------
June 1 -------. 52
June 2------------- .50 .70s .55-
June 3 -1.75 1.35 .65-
July 1 ------ 1.60 1.220 .50 .35 .55 .40 .37
July 24 .----------.----...-- . .70 .55-
July 25 -------. 57
July 28 1.80...................
July 29 - -1.40 .65
Aug. 3------------- 1.95 1.55 .
Aug. 17 -- 2.00 1.60 ----- 
Aug. 18----------- - - .65 .85 .70 -
Aug. 23 -------. 73
Aug. 24-- - ---------- .75 .90 ..80....
Aug ..... 29 2.10 1.65 ...................
Sept.1I------------- ----- .70 ----------------------
Sept. 4 -. 75-
Sept. 1-2.25 1. s .0 -. .
Sept. 16-.80 ---------------------
Oct. 9 ------------ ---------- ------------------ .55
Oct. 1- 2.15 
Nov.I ------- 2.00 1.70 .2 00.......... . . .....
Nov. 3 -------- .90 1.00 .95
Dec. 1 .85
Dec. 16 --- 1.85 1. 55- -- -

Average for year 2.02 1.65 .82 .78 .90 .85 .73

' The Tide Water Pipe Co. (Ltd.)
2 The Joseph Seep Purchasing Agency.

The Ohio Oil Co.
The Pure Oil Co.

- - --
--- --81

-
l l l -

- e e
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Posted price per barrel of petroleum at wells i 1931, by grades, witik
dates of change-Continued

Kansas-Oklahoma; Pan-
north and north- handle,
central Texas Texas South-

(Carson West Hobbs, west
Date and Texas, N. Mex., T Texas,

Hutch- -303.9 635-35. 9° Tex. Mi-
340-34.90 380-38.90 inson rando 6

Counties,
35°-35.9

° )

Jan. I --.--- -- $0. 89 $1.01 $0.72 $0. 62 $0. 72 $0. 90 $0. 75
Jan. 14 _........... --------- - .57 .. - - - - .69
Jan. 15 - . ......... 7 75
Mar. 10 ---- .55 .63 .40 .35 -40 .60
Apr. 21 ...................-- - .32 .30 .32{ .53 .60'
Apr. 23 ----.--- 9. 45 -9.-53 . ...........
June 1 -. 31 .35.
June 3 ... .......22 .25 .25 .37 .44
July 8 -6 9.16 .20 .12 .10 .10 .20 .35.
July 11 ----- (--- (0) (10) .....( ..................).
July 23 -..------- .35 .40 .....-------
July 24 . . ... 8. s 27 .25 .25 .37 .44
Aug. 22 - - .58 .66 .43 .35 .35 .52 .60
Nov. 2 ............73 .81 .58 .50 .50 60 .75.

Average for year _ (1) (12) 42 .39 .4 .57 .61

Gulf coast
Van, East North Smack-

Date Tex., Texas,Lousi- over
3439 4383 Refugio, Grade Grade B, ana, Ark.1

below A 18 below 340-34.91
25 6 250 "

14

Jan. 1 - - $0. 89 -- $0.75 $0.80 $0. 69 $0.89 $0.70
Jan. 14 -_-- ----- .69.-----------------
Mar. 10 --------- .55 . _-- - - - .55 .45,
Mar. 27 -- $0..63
Apr. 21 ....-- - .60 .70 ..60-60
May 26 - - .33 - ..-
June 1--- .31-----.--------------------
June 3--- 44 (16) .44 .31 .25
June 20 --------- - 8.20 ---------- --------- --------- --- -
July 8 .31.------- .8--- . - .31
July 10 . 16 - - - - - -
July11------ .16 .1 .
July 24- .40 .40 -- .40 .36 .30
Aug. 13----------- .25.-----
Aug. 22----------.- 68 .55-- .55
Aug.3248------------ .58 - - - ------- ---.- 8 .45.
Nov. 2 .73 .83 .70 .70
Nov. 4 .------. .73 .55

Average for year .60 .56 59.9 .59 .4T

4 The Pure Oil Co.
5 The Texas Co.
6 Humble Oil & Refining Co.
7 North Texas only.
s Gravity scale discontinued.
9 North and north central Texas only.
10 Oklahoma-Kansas quoted same as north and north central Texas.
11 Oklahoma-Kansas, $0.59; north Texas, $0.55; north central Texas, $0.58.
12 Oklahoma-Kansas, $0.67; north Texas, $0.62; north central Texas, $0.66.
Is Magnolia Petroleum Co.
14 Gulf Pipe Line Co.
1: Standard Oil Co. of Louisiana.
16 Put on gravity basis with grade B.
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Posted price per barrel of petroleum at wells in 1931, by grades, with
dates of chazge-Continued

California 17
Salt

Creek, Sun-
Date Wyo. burst, Kettle- Long Midway- Playadel Santa e

36
-

Mont.
s

man Beach, Sunset, R Springs,
36.90 18 Hills 55° 30°-30.90 190-19.90 22 333390~~~~3andabove°3.

Jan. 1 ---------- $0. 95 $1. 55 $1.65 $1.38 $0.70 $0. 81 $1.48
Mar. 5 ---------- .59
Mar. 20 ------------......-- - (20) .68 .55 .56 .68
Mar. 31 .. . .... .........................-- - - .35 ---------- (20) .36
June 1----------- .33
June 2 ----------.---------- .85
June 19 ---.----.--.----......- - - - .81 ---- .67 .83
July 9 ------------ .18
July 10 -------.--- .70
July 24--- .38 ...........................
July 25 ------------.....- - .80
Aug. 22 ----------- .62
Aug. 24 --------------------- .90
Nov. 2- .7 77
Nov. 3 --------- -.- --------- 1 .00 -- - - ---------. --- -----

Average for year_ .63 1.17 .83 .68 ------. 86

a The Ohio Oil Co.
17 Standard Oil Co. of California.
is The Midwest Refining Co.
is Subject to field gathering charge of 5 cents per barrel.
2e Temporarily discontinued.
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[page 334]

Posted price per barrel of petroleum at wells in 1932, by grades, with
dates of change

Kansas-Okla-
Pennsylvania homa; north and

grade north-central

Corning Illinois
grade Western and Mid-

Date In South Buckeye Ken- Lma Prince- land,
Bradford w Lest ie tucky hio ton, Mich.'

and- Penyl Iinesn d.3 34Q. 360
gheny vPipe 34.90 36.90

districtsLine Co.
lines 2

Jan. 1----. - $1.85 $1.55 $0.85 $0.90 $1.00 $0.95 $0.55 $0.73 $0.77
Mar. 12____ 1.82
Apr.1 ............................-- - - --- .88 .92
Apr. 11 -.... 1. 05 1. 15 1.10
Apr. 25._ 2.02 1.75 .95
May 17 . .65 
June 30 .......75 
July 13 ............................ 85.......
Aug. 11 ....... .11- - 1.72 1.05
Sept. 13 ... 1.87 1.57.
Oct. 3 - 1.72 1.42 .85.
Oct. 15 - - --------- .-------------.. 1.00 1.04
Dec. 15 ..................................82 .88
Dec. 16 ..................82 1.00 .87.
Dec. 20 .65 .69
Dec. 31 --- -------- -. --------- - -- - - -- ----- --. .95 - -..-------

Average
for year 1.88 1.59 .96 1.00 1. 10 1. 05 .71 .85 .89

Pan- Gulf coast
handle,
Texas South- Van,

(Carson West Hobbs, Darst, west Tex., East
Date and Texas N. Mex.6 Tex.6 Texas, 340

-
Texas

7
Conroe, Grade

Hutch- Mirando 34.9 4 380
-

B, be-
Counties
35°-35.9°) 

.Jan. 1 - $0.58 $0.50 $0.50 $0.60 $0.75 $0.73 $0.83 ------- $0. 70
Apr. 1 .98.................98.
Apr. 11 ... .68 .65 .65 .75 .80 .88 .80
July 18 .--------$0.96.----
Oct. 14 - . 1.10 ------
Oct. 15 --------- 1.00- .90
Nov. 21 .70-.-.........
Dec. 15..... .53 .50 .50 .60 .55 .65 .86
Dec. 16 ..................................... 75
Dec. 19 ---- ------ --........-------.--------.------- -------. '. 68

Average
for year. .65 .60 .60 .70 .77 .85 .95 .95 .79

See footnotes at end of table.
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Posted price per barrel of petroleum at cells in 1932, by grades, with
dates of change-Continued

Date

Jan. 1.....
Apr. 11.
June 26 ---
Oct. 15 ...
Nov. 7 ----
Dec. 15....
Dec. 16 -.
Dec. 20 ---

A verage
for year.

North
Louisi-

ana,
340-

34.9 11

$0. 73
.88

14 59

.83

Smack-
over,

Ark."A

$0. 55
.65

.30

.61

Salt
Creek,
Wyo.,
36

°

36.9 12

$0.77
92

1.04

.88

.69

.89

Sun-
burst,
Mont.3

$1.00
1. 05

·75

.99

I The Tide-Water Pipe Co., Ltd.
2 The Joseph Seep Purchasing Agency.
3 The Ohio Oil Co.
4 The Pure Oil Co.
5 The Texas Co.
6 Humble Oil & Refining Co.
7 Magnolia Petroleum Co
s Gulf Pipe Line Co.

California 13

Kettle-
man
Hills,
380-
38.90

9 $1. 01

1.01

Long
Beach,

270
27,9

$0.75

1.00

.88

Midway-
Sunset,
19o-19.9

°

$0. 55

.55

Playa
del

Rey,
22

°
-

22.9
°

$0. 67

.78

,-- - -

-- - =-
--- - -

.73

Santa Fe
Springs,
330-33.90

$0. 83

1.14
, - - - .I

, - - -- -

.99

9 First posting.
10 240-24.90

.

1 Standard Oil Co. of Louisiana.
12 The Midwest Refining Co.; Stanolind Oil &

Gas Co., after Nov. 12.
13 Standard Oil Co. of California.
14 Caddo, 340-34.9

°.

� � - ---

-- -- -- -- -- -- __

----_ 
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2. Oil Weekly, May 15,1933.-Price Cuts Extend
to Mid-Continent-Eastern Areas:

[Page 33]

Crude-oil price readjustments which started in
the East Texas field April 24 continued into the
past week, having extended not only throughout
Texas, New Mexico, Louisiana, and Arkansas, but
also over Oklahoma and Kansas, and into Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, and Ohio, as well as Michigan
and the Eastern States. In all those areas crude oil
is now sold at flat prices, which, in some instances,
are only half of former postings, with gravity scales
almost completely discontinued.

An important feature of the crude-price situa-
tion during the past week was further readjustment
of the East Texas market structure, with additional
major purchasers falling in line with the 25 cents
per barrel posting for East Texas crude. By the
middle of the week the 10-cent postings for that
area, inaugurated April 24 by The Texas Company,
had been completely abandoned, and the 25-cent
level set up by Magnolia Petroleum Company April
26 was the generally accepted posted price, although
Humble Oil & Refining Company continued paying
what it terms the "going price" instead of using a
posting.

EAST TEXAS SPOT MARKET WEAKENS

While there was general stabilization of the
posted price for East Texas crude at 25 cents per
barrel, there developed during the week, neverthe-
less, a tendency toward weakness, with the spot
market declining appreciably. For although the
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price stood near the 25-cent level of official postings
throughout the early part of the week, a price range
,of 171/2 to 22/2 cents per barrel developed on spot
-crude in the big field later in the week. That sag
in the price began when the railroad commission
announced May 10 that its existing rule would be
'continued to May 17.

Continuation of the order automatically assures
:an abundant supply of spot oil in East Texas an-
other 10 days or more, as the 800,000-barrel daily
allowable for the field is being stretched to about
1,000,000 barrels through overproduction of wells.

Because of the sustained high rate of production
many purchasers will be forced to reduce their tak-
ings regardless of the price, having approached the
saturation point on storage at tidewater points or
being unable to continue rapid turnover on sales to
plants on the Atlantic coast and in -Europe. Any
appreciable cut in purchases will promptly force
the spot prices to lower levels.

GASOINE CHEAP IN EAST TEXAS

Along with the unsettling of the crude oil market
-there was further weakening of the refined oil mar-
ket in the big flush field, gasoline prices quoted at
the end of the week by East Texas plants having
hit a new low for some weeks at 17/8 cents per gallon
for U. S. motor grade, with indications that the
bottom had not yet been reached. All plants are
operating near maximum capacity or to the limit
of their ability to move refined oils as manufac-
tured. Crude oil for use in the plants is, of course,
extremely plentiful. A drop of two cents per gal-
lon in retail prices of Standard Oil Company (Indi-

98810-34 9
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ana) during the week temporarily blocked gasoline
sales into that Company's trade territory by East
Texas plant owners until the latter began lowering
their quotations.

NORTH TEXAS CRUDE SUPPLY SCARCE

In contrast with the softening of the East Texas
crude oil market during the latter part of the past
week, the supply of crude in North Texas became
somewhat scarce with the 25-cent Mid-Continent
fiat price posting in effect, and in consequence pre-
miums ranging from five to 10 cents per barrel were
quoted by three independent refining companies.
Olney Oil & Refining Company, LaSalle Petroleum
Company, and Panhandle Refining Company were
the concerns which raised their price offers above
the official posted scale when they could not other-
wise fulfill their requirements.

Those premium offers are reported to have fore-
stalled shutting in of some pumping wells in the
district because of the 25-cent price not being com-
mensurate with lifting costs. King Royalty Com-
pany, one of the largest independent producers in
the district, halted pumping operations on 44 of its
leases, involving about 1,500 barrels settled produc-
tion daily from 375 wells. In the Red River bed
district, forming the Oklahoma-Texas border,
about 700 barrels of settled production was with--
held from the market furnished by Bell Oil & Gas
Company when the price broke to 25 cents a barrel.

OXLAHOMA-KANSAS PRICES CUT

Although Oklahoma and Kansas had tempo-
rarily escaped the price cutting by which North
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and Central Texas and other Mid-Continent high-
gravity crudes were taken off gravity schedules and
leveled to a flat price of 25 cents a barrel, those
states shared a similar fate when most major pur-
chasers adopted that new price in accordance with
action taken by Stanolind Crude Oil Purchasing
Company May 6. Meanwhile there was also gen-
eral adoption of the 25-cent flat price for North
Louisiana and Arkansas crudes, that posting for
those states having been initiated May 3 by The
Texas Company.

An exception to the. new flat price posting of 25
cents generally adopted by buyers of Oklahoma and
Kansas crudes was the schedule announced by Mag-
nolia Petroleum Company for Oklahoma crude
effective May 9, involving abandonment of its for-
mer gravity scale prices and substitution of a new
special gravity schedule which placed heavier oils
on lower price levels than the new 25-cent posting
just adopted by other purchasers. In that new
schedule of Magnolia Petroleum Company, Okla-
homa crudes below 28 gravity were priced at 20
cents per barrel, those ranging from 28 to 34.9 grav-
ity were priced at 23 cents, and crudes of 35 gravity
or higher were listed at 25 cents.

Differences in postings of various purchasers of
North Louisiana and Arkansas crudes were wiped
out in new postings generally adopting the flat price
of 25 cents per barrel which applies to other Mid-
Continent crudes.

Greater uniformity in prices paid for Smack-
over, Arkansas, crude also grew out of the new
postings, all purchasers adopting a flat price of 20
cents a barrel except Louisiana Oil Refining Cor-
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poration, which retained its 25-cent posting for
that field, although meeting the 25-cent flat price
for North Louisiana crudes May 6, with exception
of Urania oil, which was cut 10 cents to a new price
of 15 cents. The company is the only buyer of
Urania crude.

MID-WESTERN STATES

The spread of the price cutting into Mid-Western
states started May 8, when Ohio Oil Company re-
duced Wooster crude from 70 cents to 50 cents per
barrel at the wells, and on the following day the
same company placed in effect reductions of 15
cents per barrel for oils from other fields of that
region, cutting Lima crude to 55 cents per barrel,
Indiana crude to 25 cents, Illinois and Princeton
crudes to 47 cents, and Western Kentucky crude to
42 cents.

Effective May 8, the posted field price of Central
Michigan crude oil was cut from 95 cents to 75 cents
per barrel, Pure Oil Company initiating the re-
duction, but similar reductions being posted im-
mediately afterward by all other pipe-line com-
panies. Producers Pipe Line Company made a
20-cent reduction, as did the other companies, but
is paying 80 cents per barrel, having previously
maintained a posting of $1 per barrel while other
purchasers were paying 95 cents. No change in
the Muskegon posted price of $1 per barrel was
announced.

EASTERN STATES REDUCTIONS

In the Eastern States prices were reduced 20
cents per barrel effective May 9, when The Joseph
Seep Purchasing Agency announced new postings.
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On the new schedule Pennsylvania grade oil in
South West Pennsylvania Pipe Line System is
priced at 97 cents per barrel, in Eureka Pipe Line
Company system 92 cents, and in Buckeye Pipe
Line Company 77 cents; while Corning grade in
Buckeye Pipe Line Company system is now 50
cents a barrel.

Tide-Water Pipe Company, quotations effective
May 9 list Pennsylvania grade oil in New York
Transit Company lines and Bradford district oil in
National Transit Company system at $1.27, as
against $1.47 formerly.

3. National Petroleum News, May 10, 1933.--
Crude Prices Drop Under Pressure of East Texas
Situation:

[Page 151

The topheavy situation created by the current
production of more than 1,000,000 barrels of crude
per day from east Texas has brought crude prices
down throughout the midcontinent, in Pennsyl-
vania, and in Central States fields.

Retail gasoline prices also were cut in amounts
up to 3 cents per gallon throughout the marketing
territory of Standard Oil Co. of Indiana. The
cut came May 8, just a few days after President
E. G. Seubert gave out a statement saying that con-
ditions appeared to be reaching a point where the
industry would have to speak its piece with prices.

Stanolind Oil & Gas Co. (Standard of Indiana
subsidiary) also led the way May 6 in spreading the
Texas crude cuts into Oklahoma and Kansas. A
price of 25 cents was posted on all grades. Other
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companies followed quickly. Oil is oil and oil is
"two bits" in the midcontinent now. Gravity
doesn't matter.

On May 6 Standard of Louisiana extended the
cut to Louisiana-Arkansas fields. May 8 Wooster,
Ohio, crude was cut 20 cents by Ohio Oil Co. and on
May 9 other Central States crudes were cut 15 cents
when Pennsylvania dropped 20 cents.

East Texas crude prices firmed up around the
25-cent level at the close of the past week, with
only Atlas Pipe Line Co., Sun Oil Co., and The
Texas Co., among the large purchasers, still pay-
ing 10 cents. Gulf Production Co. and Humble
Oil & Refining Co. had withdrawn postings while
Sinclair-Prairie led off with an advance from a
price of 10 cents to 25 cents per barrel followed by
other large buyers. Magnolia Petroleum Co. had
never cut below 25 cents.

Results of the cut on production levels in Okla-
homa began to be seen May 8. Following a meet-
ing of Oklahoma City producers that day, 26 oper-
ators pledged themselves to withhold from the
market, production from the 218 wells they own
until the price reaches the point where it is profit-
able. The largest of these were the Anderson-
Prichard Oil Corporation and the T. B. Slick
interests.

Some others who did not formally put them-
selves on record are following the same course and
pipe-line runs from the field were falling off rap-
idly. Most of the operators will continue to take
their allowable production until tankage is full.

Kansas Corporation Commission, May 8, decided
after a conference with Governor Landon, that the
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proposed order shutting in State fields would not
be issued, but producers in prorated areas were
assured that if they elected to shut in they could
produce later the amount of oil due them in May.

Chairman Hoch said the Governor had talked
to Governor Murray, who said he had no intention
of trying to shut in Oklahoma fields at this time
pending developments in Washington.

Meantime east Texas continues to reach higher
levels of output. The 24-hour period ended Sun-
day morning, May 7, was the record for the field to
date. Movement by pipe line, tank car, and to lo-
cal refineries totaled 979,600 barrels. In addition
there were 843 wells from which production was not
sold, but nearly all of which were producing some
amount of oil. The total for the field was esti-
mated to be more than 1,200,000 barrels.

The movement for May 8 was 913,300 barrels, but
the number of wells refusing to sell oil had dropped
to 642. At one time more than 1,100 wells were
withholding production from the market, but the
general posting of 25 cents is bringing them back
into the market.

Explaining the drastic cuts in retail gasoline
prices, President Seubert, of Standard of Indiana,
said that overproduction has brought about a cha-
otic condition in the gasoline market so that gaso-
line is selling below cost at hundreds of points.

In the past, he said, the company has tried to
meet local situations as they arose, but "cut-
throat" competition has become so general "that
we are obliged to recognize it as effective through-
out our territory and act accordingly."

The effort of the company has been, in the new
postings, to level out the territory on a new basis
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roughly 3 cents below the old "normal" price level..
Advances were made at some points.

4. Oil and Gas Journal, January 25, 1934.-
Smiley, All Records Smashed in 1933, When Mo--
torist Paid Only 12.76 Cents for His Motor Fuzel:

[Page 42]

All-time records were splintered in 1933, when
motorists in the United States paid an average of
only 12.76 cents a gallon for their gasoline, accord-
ing to figures based on service-station prices which
prevailed throughout the year in 50 representative
cities. Whatever they paid in addition to this was
not for gasoline. It was for taxes, which ranged
from 3 cents in a few-extremely few--areas to 8
cents gleaned from the consumer in several States.

This average service-station price in 1933, exclu-
sive of taxes, compares with 13.30 cents paid in the
same 50 cities in 1932. The degree to which the au-
tomobile owner benefited from prices brought about
not only by advances in refining methods but by a
delirious market in which business considerations
were flung to the winds is revealed by contrasting
the 12.76 cents paid in 1933 with the 19.10 cents
paid in 1924, the 19.92 cents in 1925, and 20.92 cents
in 1926. This takes no account of the vastly im-
proved quality of motor fuel and the revolutionized
filling-station service.

The year 1933, like its successor, opened with a
falling gasoline market, and beginning with Febru-
ary new all-time lows were recorded. Up to that
time June and September 1931 reflecting extremely
cheap crude, had owned the distinction of the low-
est 50-city net average price for gasoline, 12.21
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cents having been the record for each of these
months.

February 1, 1933, with its net average of 11.63
cents, spoiled that record, only to be shoved into
the background itself by the March 1 net of 11.49
cents. A feeble effort at recovery ensued, but the
best it could do was to register 11.58 cents as the 50-
city average on April 1 and 11.60 cents on May 1.
Then came a resumption of the retreat. May closed
with a net of 11.1 cents and reductions in the Rocky
Mountain district on the first day of June brought
the average down to the new all-time low of 10.82
cents on that date. Motorists in Wichita, Kans.,
for instance, were filling their tanks at 7.1 cents a
gallon net. Those in Kansas City, Mo., were pay-
ing 8.2 cents.

A glance at the accompanying table shows how in
each of the first eight months of the year the 50-
city price average in 1933 fell below that of the
corresponding month in 1932. Beginning with a
difference of one-third of a cent in January, the
spread grew until there was a gap of 2.86 cents be-
tween the average net of 13.68 cents on June 1,
1932, and the 10.82 cents on June 1, 1933. Then
the trend was reversed, until September 1, 1933, re-
corded an average net of 14 cents, as compared with
13.65 cents on the same date in 1932. Higher aver-
ages continued to the close of the year, when 14.3
cents net compared with 12.54 at the close of 1932.

Conditions similar to those which in 1931 dragged
the prices of oil and its products to what were then
the lowest levels since the World War were respon-
sible for the debacle in gasoline prices in the first
half of 1933. Proration programs of various kinds
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put into effect in 1932 bolstered crude prices so,
that in the Mid-Continent territory the average for'
the year was 35 percent higher than in 1931. Gaso-
line prices experienced a slight bulge in sympathy
with the upward movement in crude. But this
brightening aspect faded in the latter part of the
year when evidence accumulated that proration
was not accomplishing what had been expected of it,.
largely because of defective enforcement.

Price cutting in both crude and its products was:
added to the evils which beset the refining and mar-
keting divisions of the oil industry in 1932, and
after a peak of 14.21 cents in the 50-city average
had been reached July 1 a gradual recession set in.
Producers seeking quick disposition of their oil
sold it below posted prices, and enough of this
underpriced oil was thrown on the market to,
depress the prices of gasoline.

This unhealthy condition of the gasoline market
was carried over into 1933. Mid-Continent crude,
36 gravity, began the year with a posted price of
69 cents at the well, but in early May it dropped to,
25 cents, and it stayed there till mid-June, when it
got back to 44 cents. East Texas crude was obtain-
able for a time at 10 cents a barrel.

Overproduction of both crude oil and gasoline,.
along with price cutting and other ruinous prac-
tices, had the inevitable effect of wrecking the gaso-
line market. A dismal outlook confronted refiners.
and marketers at the beginning of June. A flood
of cheap motor fuel from East Texas was finding-
outlets in the Middle West and the Southeast, and
refiners in other districts were compelled to com-
pete with it. The result was that in some areas;
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gasoline prices were declining in the period of
maximum consumption.

5. Oil and Gas Journal, Jan. 25, 1934.-Ziegen-
hain, Although 1933 Ended with Higher Refined
Prices, Year Worst in Industry's History:

[Page 40]

The speedy recovery of refined oil prices during
the last half of 1933 from the lowest level reached
in the history of the industry provides an optimistic
atmosphere with which to usher in the new year,
but this improvement was not enough to keep 1933
from being marked the "worst ever."

After passing through 2 years of abnormally low
refined-oil prices, students of the market felt that
a turn would need to come in 1933. As the year
progressed, however, there was an ever-increasing
flow of crude oil from the east Texas field which
could not find an outlet in the normal channels.
Producers in the east Texas field sought outlets of
one kind or another, and that oil found its way to
the refineries in the Chicago area, throughout the
midcontinent, the Atlantic coast, and great volumes
of it were transported to the Gulf coast to be re-
fined there and abroad. The only important re-
fining area which was not reached directly by east
Texas crude was California, but even there the local
gasoline market had to absorb several cargoes of
east Texas gasoline shipped all that 'distance
through Gulf coast terminals.

The growth of refining activities abroad as a re-
sult of foreign purchases of cheap east Texas oil
also helped to stifle the California export market,
so it may be said that not a single area escaped the
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destructive influence of overproduction in east
Texas.

It becomes apparent then that the review of the
trend of refined-oil prices during the year becomes
somewhat of a summary of the control of produc-
tion in east Texas. With this true, more attention
will be given here to that subject than would ordi-
narily appear in a refined-oil market study. Those
who followed crude-oil price changes throughout
1933 will remember the posting of 25 cents for 36
gravity crude on May 5, a drop of 45 cents a barrel
from the 69-cent price at which crude of this grade
was selling on the first day of the year. This price
was maintained for 45 days and during that time
oil sold in east Texas for as low as 8 cents a barrel.
In May, records show that for one week approxi-
mately 3,000,000 barrels of crude were produced
daily while domestic refineries were processing but
2,400,000 barrels. Producers in the east Texas area
saw signs of water encroachment and they seemed
to dedicate their lives to recovering the oil from
under their lands regardless of ultimate return.
There were many of them who built small plants in
the field and by the end of the year there were 53
such plants there. Those plants which were built
simply as an outlet for producers of so much crude
will probably be abandoned as pipe lines seek the
oil. It appears we are entering that period now.

GASOLINE PRICES

Those plants which were built simply to process
crude which could not be sold otherwise caused gas-
oline and fuel-oil prices in the midcontinent and
Gulf coast to reach ridiculously low levels and, of
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course, the Atlantic coast and California refinery
markets, together with those of the Chicago and
western Pennsylvania areas suffered also.

United States motor gasoline sold as low as 17/%
cents in Oklahoma in April and May and much gas-
oline below 60 octane left Gulf coast terminals at 3
cents, a price unheard of in export circles before
this mad scramble to convert crude oil into cash.

FUEL OIL

While this was in progress, fuel-oil prices sank to
an equally ridiculous level. Oklahoma refiners re-
ceived but 271/2 cents a barrel for 16-gravity oil and
in east Texas refiners were offering it for 5 cents a
barrel if a guarantee was made to remove it con-
sistently. Large earthen reservoirs were dug to
hold the fuel which was accumulating in the east
Texas field. Bunker C oil went to 70 cents a barrel
in the New York Harbor.

NATURAL GASOLINE

Although natural gasoline is not a direct product
of crude oil, it did not escape the demoralized oil
market. In June, 27-70 natural gasoline sold for
1 cent a gallon in Oklahoma. Remembering this
fact and then finding that on July 1 the price was
3 cents and on October 1 was 5 cents, it becomes
quite evident that forceful and effective influences
must have come into the picture. This price ad-
vance was more pronounced than in other products
but clearly portrays the ability of prices to respond
to the program of control established under the
oil code. In the months which immediately fol-
lowed the adoption of the oil code and recognition
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of Secretary Ickes as the one controlling agent in
the matter of crude production, refinery opera-
tions, and the storing of crude and refined products,
prices were advanced along the entire front. From
June 1 to the middle of September, low octane
United States motor gasoline advanced from 2
cents a gallon to 5 cents and other products showed
similar gains.

Approximately 250,000 barrels were cut off the
daily production of crude within that time and
gasoline stocks were reduced about 5,000,000 bar-
rels. In the months which followed plans were
formulated by the Planning and Coordination Com-
mittee under Administrator Ickes for the complete
control of gasoline production, gasoline stocks, and,
of course, a definite limit was also placed upon the
production and storing of crude by allotting quotas
to the individual States.

SHARP PRICE ADVANCE

The plan was received enthusiastically, and as
the plans went into operation prices began to rise
very quickly. On September 29, 36 gravity mid-
continent crude was posted at $1, a compromise
price between the $1.10 which the proponents of
"price fixing" said was necessary to yield a fair
return to the producer for his crude and the 89-
cent price which was then in effect. On October
4, Pennsylvania grade crude in National Transit
lines was posted at $2.45, a new high for the year,
and 25 gravity Signal Hill California crude went
to 94 cents a barrel. Throughout this period in
the year crude production showed a decline weekly.
Optimism in the refinery markets was at its highest.
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VI. EFFECT OF OVERPRODUCTION IN EAST TEXAS UPON OIL
FIELDS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

1. Statements during Hearings on the National
Industrial Recovery Act before the Senate Com-
:mittee on Finance, Seventy-third Congress, First
:Session (S. 1712, I. R. 5755):

RUSSELL B. BROWN, INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

[Page 174]

Attempts to meet this situation have been made
-by various oil-producing states. Attempts have
been made to correlate the limitation regulations of
the various states. Such attempts have failed. It
is only natural that a state having large flush areas
.should desire the largest possible production. Any
suggestion that one state should limit the produc-
tion in order that oil fields in another state might
have a fair opportunity in the market has been un-
:successful. A suicidal production race has resulted.
New fields, with lowest production costs have taken
the market from other fields, until still newer fields
have entered this race.

The inevitable followed. Excessive quantities
of petroleum have been spasmodically produced.
The price in a glutted market naturally fell. It is
today so low that oil from some of the newer fields

,:can be bought far below the production cost of the
older fields. If this continues, older wells of set-
-tled production must suspend operations, since they
cannot continue at a constant loss. This involves a
,staggering loss to the entire Nation. There are
over 300,000 of these older wells. The oil reserves
-they touch are greater than the expected produc-
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tion from the newer fields with which they are
forced to compete. Viewing the situation solely
from the standpoint of conservation of an irre-
placeable national resource, the abandonment of
flush areas would mean less of a loss to the Nation
than the abandonment of these 300,000 wells. Fur-
thermore, the flush areas themselves will not long
be free producing. It was stated recently at a
hearing in Texas that the great east Texas field
would soon go on the pump. Because of the open
production from the 10,000 wells in this field, such
damage has been done that it is now expected that
only about 1,140,000,000 barrels of oil will be ulti-
mately recovered out of the expected 1,800,000,000
barrels. This represents a tremendous loss, not
only to the various owners of the field or to the oil
industry but to the American people.

Situations like this cannot be met by any system
or set of rules or regulations which might apply to
a factory industry. It cannot even be met by a
system which might have application to other nat-
ural resources. Special provisions must be made
for determination of the market demand for petro-
leum, for the definite allocation of that demand to
the oil-producing States and the equitable distri-
'bution of a State's quota among various fields,
pools, and common sources of oil within a State.
Furthermore, care must be taken in the interest of
conservation of this national resource, so important
in our economic life, to prevent the premature
abandonment of wells of settled production. This
involves the establishment of a minimum price not
less than the average operating cost of such wells.
Equally important is the establishment of a maxi-
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mum price in order to prevent the exploitation of
the consuming public.

JOSEPH S. BRIDWELL, PRESIDENT OF THE NORTH TEXAS

OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION

[Page 177]

I appear before your honorable committee as a
citizen of Texas, an independent oil producer in
north Texas, east Texas, and Oklahoma, and as
president of the North Texas Oil & Gas Associa-
tion, which has gone on record as favoring Govern-
ment control, and representative of the Oklahoma
Stripper Well Association and the Kansas Stripper
Well Association.

The north Texas district, comprising some 15,000
wells, was originally discovered about 1904 and has
gradually developed to its present total of about
15,000 wells, which naturally makes oil a principal
resource of that district. The present chaotic con-
dition in the oil industry is occasioned by the exces-
sive production in Texas, where there is a market
for approximately 800,000 barrels of oil and where
there is now a production of more than 1,500,000
barrels, causing a surplus of more than 700,000
barrels, which has demoralized the market to the
extent that we are now only receiving 25 cents per
barrel for our oil. The north Texas district is pro-
ducing approximately 3 barrels per well, or a total
of 46,000 barrels from approximately 15,000 wells,
which necessarily, with the present price, means
the absolute abandonment of most of the wells in
this district unless action is taken by Congress.

* * * * *

W810-8 1--0o
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The present chaotic condition has compelled a
great reduction in salaries in the oil field in our
district during the last 30 days, as we are dependent
upon the revenues from this oil to take care of our
operating expenses. If the present condition pre-
vails, thousands of wells will be plugged and thou-
sands of men will necessarily be laid off and be
without employment. This alone with the waste
that naturally would result from the plugging of
these wells is certainly reason enough for Congress
to take a definite hand in regulating the production
of America to the market requirement.

W. W. WARNER, PRESIDENT OF THE OKLAHOMA STRIPPER

WELLS ASSOCIATION

[Page 178]

The stripper wells of the Nation, which con-
stitute one of our most valuable natural resources,
must close unless there is some positive certainty
that the present condition in the industry will be so
remedied that they can operate profitably. * * *

In behalf of the Oklahoma Stripper Well Asso-
ciation, of which I am president, and of like associa-
tions of stripper-well owners in Kansas and Texas
who join with us for this purpose, I urge that the
demoralized petroleum industry be given its chance
to recover under the carefully drawn and definite
provisions of the Federal oil-control bill, rather
than under some general plan which may be ideal
for other industries, but which does not consider
the unique problems of the production, processing,
transportation, and distribution of petroleum
products.

The stripper wells are the older wells of the in-
dustry. Some of them are 50 years old. They have
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been called "the backbone of the industry." The
present flush wells will be the stripper wells of the
future. Abandonment of these wells will mean the
complete loss of one of the Nation's most valuable
sources of wealth. That abandonment will be pre-
vented by the Federal oil-control bill. * * *

[Page 180]

Resolution of stripper-well conference (Pre-
sented by Mr. Warner):

Whereas the delegates to the stripper-well con-
ference, composed of representatives of oil and gas
associations from the States of Kansas, Texas, and
Oklahoma, convened in the city of Oklahoma City,
Okla., on the date of May 24, 1933, and acting as a
committee of the whole adopted the following
resolutions:

"Whereas because of the ruthless and uneco-
nomic overproduction of crude oil, the price struc-
ture has collapsed and thousands of wells of the
stripper class, numbering more than 300,000, are
on the threshold of being abandoned; and

"Whereas there is pending before the Congress
of the United States a bill known as the Marland-
Capper bill, the purpose of which is the conserva-
tion of crude petroleum and to preserve the same as
a natural resource, not only for the future welfare
of the Nation, but as a very vital item in national
defense; and

"Whereas Federal intervention is welcomed as a
means toward correcting the evils and corrupt
practices which have driven the oil industry from
a secure and profitable business into a state of chaos
and bankruptcy; and
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"Whereas the failure to delay the imposition of
Federal control at this critical period will render
definite and certain the loss of a valuable natural
resource in the form of the stripper-well produc-
tion, essential to the future welfare and property
of many individuals, cities, and towns, and State
governments who are directly and indirectly de-
pendent on the prosperity of the petroleum indus-
try; and now therefore be it

"Resolved, That the Stripper-Well Congress go
on record in an affirmative manner, endorsing the
Marland-Capper bill in its entirety; and be it fur-
ther

"Resolved, That copies of this resolution be for-
warded to the Secretary of the Interior, Secretary
of War, to United States Senators and Represen-
tatives in the States wherein petroleum is pro-
duced, and to the Chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, and to the press for publication,
with the admonition to all that the vigorous ad-
ministration of the bill, if enacted into law, will
elevate the industry from bankruptcy to peace and
prosperity, and contribute in a large degree to the
general recovery of all business in the entire
Nation. "

Resolution offered by Smith, of Ardmore, South-
ern Oklahoma Oil & Gas Association.

Seconded by Mr. Weiner, Kansas Stripper-Well
Association.

I. C. GRIMM, REPRESENTING THE GOVERNOR OF THE

STATE OF OHIO

[Page 247]1

As representative of Gov. George White and of
the oil and gas associations of Ohio, I wish to sub-
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mit for your serious consideration the following
information concerning the deplorable condition of
the oil industry in our State.

There are more than 36,000 producing oil wells
in Ohio. This is one-ninth of all the oil wells in
the United States. The average production of
these wells is one-half barrel per well daily.

There are about 330,000 producing oil wells in
the United States. Of this number, 250,000 pro-
duce one half barrel or less per well daily; 300,000
produce less than 1 barrel per day. Yet these
"'stripper wells" are the settled, dependable "'back-
log" of the oil industry. * * *

As a result of prevailing conditions of the oil
industry in Ohio, thousands of high-paid workers
are idle. The demand for equipment, such as belts,
wire cables, gas engines, tubing, line pipe, casing,
tanks, and derricks, are practically nil-this mak-
ing other thousands idle. The State, county, and
township lose large sums in taxes, which in turn
closes schools and other ativities. More than
2,000,000 acres of leases of oil and gas lands at $1
per acre have been surrendered, and this rental
money paid the taxes of thousands of farmers, and
these taxes are unpaid.

The principal cause of this crisis in the oil in-
dustry is overproduction in the flush pools in West-
ern States. Bootleggers, proration violators, and
the sellers of "hot oil" have caused demoralization
in the industry, all of which is reflected by price
cuts passed on to the producer, so that he cannot
continue in business much longer. * * *

The average lifting cost per barrel for this set-
tled production in Ohio is about $2 per barrel, and
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the present sale price is from 50 to 90 cents per
barrel.

Since 1929 the price of our oil called "Pennsyl--
vania Grade" has dropped from $2.70 to 77 cents
per barrel on May 9,1932. Other grades are quoted
at a considerable less price.

ARTHUR SEELIGSON, SAN ANTONIO, TEX.

[Page 250]

Oil today is being produced far under the cost of'
production. Sixty thousand small pumping or so-
called "stripper" wells in Texas and Oklahoma,
producing approximately 200,000 barrels of oil a
day, are at stake. They, together with the settled
production in other States, form the backbone of
the oil industry. Do not lose sight of the fact that
the flush pools of today become the settled pools of
tomorrow and must be preserved. Unless there is
some immediate improvement, these wells will have
to be abandoned, arid once abandoned are lost
forever.

RALPH J. ZOO:K, REPRESENTING THE GOVERNOR OF PENN-

SYLVANIA AND THE PENNSYLVANIA GRADE CRUDE OIL.

ASSOCIATION
[Page 2721]

As representative of the Governor of the State of
Pennsylvania, and as president of the Pennsyl-
vania Grade Crude Oil Association, an organiza-
tion composed of 400 producers, 30 of the 39
refineries running Pennsylvania grade oil, and 500,
jobbers throughout the United States, I wish to',
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submit the following information for the considera-
tion of the committee.

The Pennsylvania grade crude oil is produced in
the western part of New York State, western Penn-
sylvania, western West Virginia, and eastern Ohio,
throughout a territory consisting of approximately
170,000 acres, and from 146,000 of the total 300,000
settled producing wells of the United States.

The United States Tariff Commission, in a sur-
vey under report no. 30, second series, determined
the cost of producing oil in the various oil-produc-
ing States of the United States and which devel-
oped the following average costs. With this cost,
and in the second column is shown the present mar-
ket price for Pennsylvania grade oil in the different
States:

Present
Average market
cost, all price

companies Pennsyl-
vania grade

Ohio ------------------------- $2.00 $0.90
West Virginia --------------------------- 2.21 1.02
Pennsylvania ---------------- 2.80 1.33
New York .---------------------------------------- 3.00 1. 3T

I Includes all of Ohio, part of which is not Pennsylvania grade oil. The Ohio-Pennsylvania
Grade Oil Producers Association estimate the cost of producing Pennsylvania grade at well
above $3 per barrel.

A comparison of the average cost with the pres-
ent market price shows clearly a deplorable condi-
tion in the Pennsylvania oil industry. The present
market price is less than 50 percent of that needed
to maintain the production of this area and shows
the Pennsylvania producing industry losing at the
rate of over $25,000,000 yearly.

Refineries running on Pennsylvania grade oil
are not economically equipped to refine other
grades of crude, and a continuation of the present
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destructive prices will mean the eventual elimina-
tion of the Pennsylvania producer, and in time the
refiner and marketer.

It is not for me to suggest the decision of the
committee but to make the statement that under
present conditions the Pennsylvania producing in-
dustry and later the refiners and marketers will
become annihilated and take with it the banks, sup-
ply stores, merchants, and allied interests in the
area covering western New York State, western
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and southeastern
Ohio, and we ask that you consider that an emer-
gency exists. It is a question of a short time before
producers do not have sufficient income to repair
leaby casing, wells are abandoned, and water comes
in which forever eliminates the possibility of again
producing oil from these wells. Under present
prices the Pennsylvania producer's days are
numbered.

Price relationship Olclahoona crude 36 grade and Bradford crude

Okl Differ-~Percnt ~PercentBrad- Okla- Differ- Percent Brad- Okla- Differ- of Okla
ford homa ence of Okla- ford homa encehoahoma

1911 ----- $1.31 $0.46 $0.85 284 1922- ----- $3.20 $1.70 $1.50 188
1912 ---. 1.60 .67 .93 238 1923 - .. 3.33 1.56 1.77 213
1913 ----- 2.46 .94 1.52 261 1924 -... 3.70 1.63 2. 07 227
1914 - 1.87 .76 1.11 246 1925 ----- 3.76 1.87 1.89 201
1915 - 1.70 .60 1.10 283 1926 - 3.77 2.13 1.64 177
1916 - 2.51 1.26 1.25 199 1927 ---- 3.16 1.38 1.78 229
1917 3.25 1.81 1.44 179 1928 - 3.36 1.31 2.05 246
1918 ---- 3.97 2. 20 1.77 180 1929 ------ 3.95 1.37 2.58 288
919 - 4.12 2.28 1.84 180 1930- 2.60 1.23 1.37 211

1920 ----- 5. 97 3.42 2.55 174 1931 - 2.02 .63 1.39 321
1921 - - 3.33 1.65 1.68 202 1932 - 1.88 .88 1.00 214

2. Statements during Hearings on Conservation
of Petroleum before the Committee on Ways and
Means, House of Representatives, Seventy-third
Congress, First Session (H. R. 5720, S. 1736): 
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T. S. HOGAN, REPRESENTING GOV. F. H. COONEY, OF

MONTANA

[Page 781

* * * In order to undertake to present the
situation in the briefest and simplest form I sub-
mit the following summary of facts:

1. The producing oil wells in the United States
have a combined capacity to produce many times
as much oil per day as the market can consume.

2. Five great oil pools-East Texas, Yates, Ket-
tleman Hills, Conroe, and Hobbs; 3 of which are
in Texas, 1 in California, and 1 in New Mexico-if
permitted to produce without restriction from
their flowing wells, will destroy and render utterly
valueless every stripper-well field and nearly all
of the other fields of the country. Included in the
areas unable to compete is all of the country east
of the Mississippi with some 190,000 wells whose
combined production averages about 108,000 bar-
rels per day.

3. There is no power either in the States that
would be adversely affected or in all of the oil oper-
ators of such States to protect themselves against
this ruinous competition.

4. In spite of the great temporary capacity of
flowing wells the total supply of oil reserves in
every known field in the United States is only some-
where between twelve and fifteen billion barrels.
With restored prosperity that supply would be
exhausted in 12 years.

5. About 12 billion dollars are invested in the
oil business directly and about 30 billion dollars in
oil-powered vehicles and other machinery. No
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rapid change can be made from oil products to
other power for these machines.

6. Attempted control by interstate agreement is
a demonstrated and continuing failure. The nec-
essary authority for effective control is entirely
lacking. * * *

The amount of oil in storage is roughly 590,000,-
000 barrels. That would supply the Nation for 9
months. The existence of so large a stock in stor-
age is a constant menace to the stability of the price
structure and it would be desirable if that supply
could be reduced at the rate of 100,000 barrels per
day, or 36,500,000 barrels per year. * * *

If it is true that east Texas has a potential, as
has been stated here, of over 100 million barrels per
day, that would seem to indicate that it could pro-
duce more than 40 times the Nation's requirements.
If one group controlling a minority percentage of
the field can, as has been claimed, produce 7 million
barrels per day, then they alone can produce three
times the amount of oil which the Nation can
consume.

No stronger argument demonstrating the need of
Federal supervision could be made. It is only fair
to this committee, however, to say that the poten-
tial recently taken by the Railroad Commission of
the east Texas field, and which showed a total po-
tential of 123,360,000 barrels per day, does not show
the true potential of that field. There is not a pe-
troleum engineer or an experienced oil man in the
world who would seriously claim that that wonder-
ful field could produce anything like that amount
even for one full day.

In making that test the highest number of wells
opened to flow at any one time was 53 out of 10,000
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wells in the field. The time of the test was only
two hours. All the wells in the field had been closed
for several days before the test was made. But
after all allowances are made it is very evident that
this one field can produce for sometime more oil
than the whole Nation can use. If permitted to do
that, it will break every independent operator in
America, including these gentlemen who so vocifer-
.ously protest against interference with their in-
alienable right of self-destruction.

In addition to the financial disaster which this
policy would entail, the effect on the field itself
would be almost equally disastrous. Time forbids
an analysis of the physical waste involved in the
unrestrained production of the field, but an illus-
tration of what happened in the Winkler field in
west Texas may be enlightening to the committee.

That field was brought into production in 1927
before there was any proration, either voluntary or
mandatory, and at one time it reached a peak pro-
duction of 367,000 barrels per day. Like in east
Texas the wells came in with a high potential flow,
the largest being about 60,000 barrels per day. The
only restraint on production was the ability to find
an outlet by train or pipe line or the building of
storage.

Consequently, every producer tried to produce
the greatest possible amount of oil in the shortest
length of time. Within 2 years after that field had
reached its maximum of 367,000 barrels per day it
was producing only 40,000 barrels of oil and over
1,000,000 barrels of water which had to be disposed
of at considerable expense.

That great field has produced to date over 160
million barrels of oil, but it is estimated that 75
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million barrels of oil were permanently lost through
the hasty and reckless manner of production which
brought the water into the pay horizon and dissi-
pated the oil.

RUSSELL B. BROWN, INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM ASSOCIA-

TION OF AMERICA

[Page 97]

The present administration, recognizing the pos-
sibilities in the early recovery of the petroleum in-
dustry, and realizing the needless demoralization
of that industry which now exists, invited a group
of leaders in the petroleum industry to confer in
Washington the latter part of March, with a view
of proposing a program for Federal action. Wirt
Franklin, president of the Independent Petroleum
Association of America, under permission of the
Secretary of the Interior, convened a general meet-
ing of representatives of the petroleum industry to
meet simultaneously with those previously invited
by Secretary Ickes. To this general meeting con-
vened by Mr. Franklin, invitations were sent to all
the various groups, organizations, and associations
in the industry. Special care was taken to invite
every shade of thought, in order that the fullest
discussion might be possible. A third group, com-
posed of governors of oil-producing States, or of
their representatives, was invited to Washington
at the same time by Secretary Ickes.

The result of the deliberations of these three
bodies, which joined together in a Committee of
Fifteen, are well known. They proposed an imme-
diate shut-down of flush pools; Presidential recom-
mendation of conservation statutes in oil States
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now without adequate laws; prohibition of inter-
state commerce in illegally produced petroleum;
enforcement of gasoline and pipe-line taxes, and a
recommendation that the President submit to Con-
gress a request for emergency legislation, authoriz-
ing his appointment of a personal representative to
cooperate with State authorities in carrying out a
program to meet the existing emergency. The
committee's report set forth, as possible assist-
ance which might be given by the Federal Gov-
ernment, a comprehensive study of the petroleum
situation, an adequate competitive tariff on foreign
petroleum and its products, elimination of the
Federal gasoline tax and pipe-line tax, delayed
drilling on public lands, limitation of imports to
the average of the last half of 1932, and continua-
tion of the Federal Oil Conservation Board as an
advisory body. The committee proposed that the
oil-producing States might aid in recovery from
the present emergency by enacting such adequate
State laws as might be necessary, issuing and
strictly enforcing valid orders, equitably allocating
production between pools, limiting production,
reaching an agreement to allocate the total market
demand between the producing States, and encour-
aging permissive unit operation.

Among other suggestions it was proposed the
petroleum industry might aid by refraining from
producing oil unlawfully, by promoting permissive
unit operation, by avoiding excessive storage with-
drawals, by limiting drilling to the absolute mini-
mum, and by limiting imports to the average of
the last half of 1932.

These proposals were adopted by the three
groups named. They represented compromises.
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There were those who would have preferred to
omit some portions of these recommendations.
There were those who would have preferred to add
other recommendations. It was agreed that this
program was not ideal. It was also agreed, how-
ever, that the program was practical and would
afford a prompt solution of the most serious phases
of the existing emergency. There were those who
did not agree. Some organized a separate con-
ference in protest against some portions of these
recommendations. They filed these protests with
the President and with the Secretary of the Inter-
ior, and they are a matter of public record.

The President, at the conclusion of the confer-
ence, addressed a letter to the Governors of the
various oil States, sending to each one a copy of
the suggested program and stating that while he
had no authority to declare a moratorium on oil
production such as is proposed that "There seems
to be a wide-spread feeling that an emergency exists
in the oil industry calling for action, and it is hoped
that the Governors of the States affected, after con-
sultation with each other, will take action appropri-
ate to meet it."

No action was taken by any of the States or by
any of the Governors. Without concerted action
by all the States, compliance with the Presidential
suggestion by one State alone would not have solved
the problem and there was no authority authorized
to call together the Governors for immediate action.
Furthermore, legislative action would have been
required in many States. This action was not im-
mediately possible.

The program as outlined, in many of its features,
was made the basis of tentative drafts of possible
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legislation for presentation to Congress. Confer-
ences were held between representatives of all sec-
tions of the petroleum industry and the Secretary
of the Interior. Out of these proposals there came
suggestions for many changes in the legislation
proposed. Inevitably some groups, in spite of their
adherence to the original program, suggested alter-
ations which might be to their supposed advantage.
The general unanimity, made the more marked by
the organization of the minority opposition into a
separate association, was soon broken. It became
increasingly evident that the industry could not
agree, and that such temporary agreements as
might be reached would afford no sound basis for
permanent solution of these problems.

Meanwhile the situation of the petroleum indus-
try became still more desperate. Failures, bank-
ruptcies, closing of wells, increasing unemployment
of workers accompanied the practically unlimited
production of petroleum in the State of Texas.

It seemed that this important industry was
doomed to suicide. The peculiar nature of petro-
leum complicated this. Unrestrained production
of one section stimulated overproduction in neigh-
boring sections. The contagion spread until the
whole structure of the industry seemed about to
crash.

J. D. SANDEFER, JR., PRESIDENT OF THE WEST CENTRAL

TEXAS OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION

[Page 103]

I appear before you as an independent oil oper-
ator of Texas and as president of the West Central
Texas Oil & Gas Association, with a membership of
300. We do not have a representative of any major
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company or purchaser of oil in our association.
This association covers 16 counties in west Texas
with 8,127 wells averaging approximately three and
one-half barrels per day.

I also represent the North Texas Oil & Gas Asso-
ciation, this being a similar association in north
Texas, covering approximately eight counties and
having 15,000 stripper wells, producing 50,000
barrels daily.

A great number of the wells in the above districts
have been shut down at this time, due to the chaotic
conditions which exist. We are unable to produce
these small wells on the present price of oil, which
is 25 cents per barrel. * * * As stated hereto-
fore, most of the wells in our district produce salt
water, and it is necessary to keep them in continu-
ous operation or else oil-bearing strata will be over-
come by the water and the wells definitely ruined.
Therefore if this great natural resource is to be
conserved in our section of Texas, it is necessary
that we immediately have some relief, as we are
unable to operate these wells at this time. This, of
course, adds to our already heavy unemployment
situation which is very acute.

W. SCOTT AYWOOD, STATE SENATOR AND HONORARY

CHAIRMAN AND VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE LOUISIANA

TAX REFORM COMMISSION AND MEMBER OF THE OIL

STATES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

[Page 108]

Recent developments in the petroleum industry
compel me to suggest the importance of immediate
Federal control to regulate production, refining,
and transportation of petroleum and its products,
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and also to impose definite restrictions upon im-
ports. Political manipulation without experience
in the oil industry is, in Texas, playing into the
hands of the purchasing companies; and if this is
not checked by Federal control, it will exterminate
the independent producers, refineries, and distrib-
utors, and will effect the monopolistic control of the
entire industry by a few large companies.

I also wish to call to your attention the fact that
since the East Texas field was brought in that mil-
lions of barrels of Texas cheap oil has been coming
in competition with Louisiana oil and has brought
about the abandonment of approximately 3,000 set-
tled producing pumping wells.

SHERMAN HUNT, TYLER, TEX.

[Page 111]

Our wells in Louisiana and in Arkansas are now
closed down. We are unable to continue their pro-
duction because of the situation created by the un-
limited production of oil in east Texas. We have
been forced to discharge our employees in these
two States, in spite of our dislike of adding still
more to the large number of the unemployed. Our
wells are not the only ones closed in these States.
There are countless others who duplicate our ex-
periences. We do not know whether our wells will
ever have any value if we reopen them. We are
afraid that salt water will have destroyed their
future production. Even if that destruction is not
total, the productive possibility of the wells will be
greatly diminished and the cost of production will
be equally increased because of their shut-down.

9S810-34-- I
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This, too, is the experience of countless other own-
ers of wells of settled production.

V. S. WELCH, ARTESIA, N. MEX.

[Page 117]

New Mexico, having many oil fields of settled
production which must be shut down and their
future production utterly lost unless some Federal
movement is inaugurated to prevent one or two
States, with new flush areas from completely ruin-
ing the American petroleum industry, will find in
the Federal oil-control bill proposed as an amend-
ment to the General Industries Act a positive
lifesaver.

The welfare of the petroleum industry is essen-
tial to the prosperity of New Mexico. The control
of our own industry, however, has passed out of
the authority of this State and is now, at least
temporarily, lodged in the Texas Railroad Commis-
sion, which is able to decree our complete ruin
without any compensatory advantage being gained
by Texas itself. The rights of New Mexico are
utterly ignored, as are the rights of all other States
with settled production. We have no recourse ex-
cept through Congress. If the Congress of the
United States should pass the Marland bill, giving
to some Federal officer authority to equitably allot
to the various oil-producing States their proper
share in the market demand, this would be of in-
calculable value to thousands of people in New
Mexico and would conserve for future generations
those great deposits of petroleum which are being
reached by our pumping wells, but which will be
forever lost if these wells are shut down. It is im-
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possible to continue production from these wells,
however, if the flush fields of east Texas or of any
other State are permitted to flood the market with
oil at ruinous prices.

WILLIAM BELL, PRESIDENT OF THE ILLINOIS-INDIANA

PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION

[Page 118]

The Illinois-Indiana Petroleum Association, of
which I am president, urges the adoption of the
Marland Federal oil-control bill as an amendment
to the General Industries Recovery Act.

Over 15,000 stripper wells in southeast Illinois
and southwest Indiana, located near the center of
the population of the United States, are facing ruin
unless Federal control of petroleum production can
be established. We do not believe that any form
of State control or production limitation by indi-
vidual agreement can help us or similar wells
scattered over the oil-producing States.

We have large reserves of valuable petroleum
still in our sands. These reserves constitute a very
large portion of the total known oil reserves of the
Nation. If these wells close, this oil will be forever
lost since it cannot be recovered by any method in
use today.

These valuable fields are facing early extinction
because petroleum prices today are far below the
cost of production. Their closing will entail
severe losses falling upon producers, royalty own-
ers, labor, and the general public. The loss of an
immense amount of petroleum which will be pro-
duced hereafter from these wells will ultimately
mean an increased price paid by the consuming
public for petroleum products.
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MARVIN LEE, WICHITA, KANS.

[Page 119]

Kansas has endeavored to make effective correc-
tive measures intended to prevent destruction of
the State's natural resource values, and to promote
development of one of her greatest assets. In May
1931 the ratable taking law of Kansas became oper-
ative under the Public Service Commission. This
commission, with the cooperation of producers, ad-
justed flush production outlets in this State. While
these efforts were of temporary value, their effect
has been destroyed by the uncontrolled production
elsewhere, which has demoralized the entire indus-
try, taken the natural markets for Kansas oil, and
involved either the actual or the threatened closing
of many wells of settled production which should,
under any rational program for the whole indus-
try, provide the Nation with great quantities of
petroleum for many years to come. Unless some
measure is taken by Congress to meet this situation,
all the efforts of the State of Kansas, its Legisla-
ture, its authorities, and of the oil industry within
the State will have been made null and void.

Kansas has been doing the utmost within its
power to provide an orderly development of the
new areas in western Kansas. In no other State
has a larger area of proven production been found
without causing a rush of drilling. In no other
:State are so many fields shut in without market.
Both the State and the industry have done every-
thing in their power to prevent waste of this irre-
placeable resource *hich is now being threatened
because of the unwillingness of other States to ex-
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ercise the same care in the adoption or in the en-
forcement of proper laws for conservation.

VII. COMMUNICATIONS URGING CONTROL OF PRODUC-
TION BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

1. Proposal from the Oil States Advisory Com-
mittee to the Federal Oil Conservation Board:

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 9,1931.
To the Honorable RAY LYMAN WILBUR,

Chairman of the Federal Oil
Conservation Board, City.

HONORED SIR: We, the undersigned members of
the Oil States Advisory Committee, duly appointed
by the governors of the respective States, which we
represent to consider the present dire conditions of
chaos and distress existing in the oil industry and
to make recommendations for the betterment of
such conditions, having requested of the Honorable
Federal Oil Conservation Commission a confer-
ence as of this date, hereby submit the following:

First. Stabilization of the production of crude
oil is necessary to stability of public supply; to the
elimination of a waste of an irreplaceable resource;
to prevention of the threatened forced abandon-
ment of hundreds of thousands of small wells
throughout the oil-producing areas of the United
States; to preservation of the independent oil-pro-
ducing areas of the United States; to preservation
of the independent oil operator as a competitive
force, thereby avoiding the creation of monopoly;
and to the prevention of loss of many millions of
dollars in tax revenues to the various states and to
the nation.
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Second. No individual oil-producing state, by its
own laws, can adequately protect the national inter-
ests against such conditions of overproduction,
attendant waste, and resultant demoralization of a
great industry as now exists unless the conserva-
tion efforts of the large producing states shall be
coordinated. Otherwise curtailment efforts within
one state may be at any time automatically offset
and nullified by increased flush production in the
fields of another state, or by unjustified increases
in importations, to the great damage of the areas
of old and settled production throughout the
country.

Third. Through bitter experience the various
oil-producing states have been forced to the reali-
zation that the conservation authorities of each
state must give due consideration to the general
situation in the oil industry throughout the United
States. With such consideration duly given, the
stabilization of the production of crude oil within
any state is purely a problem for solution by that
state and the industry therein, with such coopera-
tion and advice as may be rendered by interstate
advisory committees and with such aid and assist-
ance as the federal government may be able to give.
Limitations on unnecessary drilling, conservation
of gas energy, encouragement of unitization of
development, ratable takings of oil among pro-
ducers within a given field, and equitable appor-
tionment of outlet as between the various fields
should be the objectives of the various state laws,
and for the better saving in the ground of oil and
gas not immediately needed the state laws should
be made more uniform and more effective in their
enforcement.
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Fourth. Coordinated restrictions to prevent
wasteful overproduction by the major oil-produc-
ing states, with federal cooperation, may be fur-
thered immediately by continuing for such time as
may be necessary an advisory group representing
the various states and by the conservation bodies
within those states adopting, as a basis of regula-
tion of production, the regional forecasts of supply
and demand such as have just been made by the vol-
untary committee on economics of the Federal Oil
Conservation Board, if and when same shall have
been approved or modified by an interstate advi-
sory committee.

Fifth. Equalization of the rate of foreign pro-
duction, with due consideration for the proration
efforts of the domestic producers, should be sought,
not only to curtail imports but to safeguard the
country's balance in exports, and we hereby fully
endorse, and tender our thanks to your honorable
Board for, the efforts put forth in procuring vol-
untary restrictions of imports into this country.

Sixth. The above objectives, i. e., sound and uni-
form conservation laws within the various states,
coordination of their enforcement and effect with
those of other states, balancing of their joint effect
against foreign production, all under a system
which will be stable for sufficiently long periods to
enable economic production expenditures but flex-
ible enough to meet changing conditions, may and
should be placed on a permanent basis by means of
an agreement between the oil-producing states,
which will retain for each state its own administra-
tion of its own resources but will guarantee har-
monious administration and cooperation through
an interstate advisory board.
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In view of the foregoing conditions, we hereby
recommend:

1. That the Federal Oil Conservation Board con-
tinue-its voluntary committee on economics to make
periodic examinations into the status of the oil
industry and formulate national and regional fore-
casts of supply and demand, and that such fore-
casts be given due consideration by the interstate
committee and recommended, with any necessary
modifications, to the respective state conservation
bodies.

II. That the legislature of each oil-producing
state be requested as rapidly as possible to author-
ize negotiation of an interstate agreement for coor-
dination of conservation measures, any such agree-
ment being subject to ratification by the states.

III. That pending the working out of such a
compact an advisory committee, representing the
several oil-producing states, continue to function
as a liaison and fact-finding body, to present to the
conservation authorities of the various states, at
such times as may be deemed necessary, recommen-
dations for more effective cooperation as between
states.

Respectfully submitted.
Cicero I. Murray, Chairman, Oklahoma;

Wm. H. Cooley, California; Robert
R. Penn, Texas; W. Scott Hey-
wood, Louisiana; Van S. Welch,
New Mexico; Alfred M. Landon,
Kansas; Carl M. Cox, Wyoming;
I. C. Grimm, Ohio; Warwick M.
Downing, Colorado.
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2. Telegrams and letters from Governors of oil-
producing States urging Federal control (printed
in report of Hearings on the National Indus-
trial Recovery Act before the Senate Committee on
Finance, 73rd Cong., First Sess. (S. 1712, I. R.
5755)):

[Page 43]

On May 12, Governor Landon, of Kansas, wired
as follows to the President:

"In re oil industry it appears that at least one
major company (and it is expected that some
others will do likewise) with large amount of
empty storage is planning to largely increase its
purchases. This will increase outlet and produc-
tion allowable of that company's own production
and also allowable of any other integrated company
on the production in any pool or pools that might
be affected. It will also force all independent pro-
ducers to sell their increased allowable in order to
protect their leases from drainage, thus giving such
larger companies with their own pipe lines and
empty storage a supply of oil at prices much lower
than cost of production. This oil will then go into
storage and later when conditions are stabilized it
will be withdrawn from storage and purchases of
currently produced crude will be correspondingly
reduced. In other words, their future require-
ments will be anticipated on the present ruinous
price basis. Time therefore becomes the essence,
because if this condition is permitted to continue
each day that passes will see just that much more
of the below-cost oil go into this empty storage.
The small independent producer is helpless. He
needs money even if it means a conversion of his
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capital at a loss and he has no storage of his own
and in any event must protect his leases from
drainage by producing his allowable amount.
Therefore express the hope that, not only for the
general pressing reasons which are familiar to you
but for this added special one which has just de-
veloped, proper legislation be expedited, and I
proffer any aid or assistance I may be able to
render.

"ALF. M. LANDON, 

[Page 46]

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE,

Harrisburg, April 7, 1933.
The PRESIDENT,

The White House, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Many thanks for your let-
ter of April 1. I have given it careful considera-
tion and now desire to express my strong approval
of those parts of the report of the committee of
fifteen which you approve, including in particular
paragraphs A-3 and A-4 of the communication of
March 29 addressed to the Secretary of the Interior
by a committee representing the governors of the
oil-producing States, the independent oil and gas
associations, and the major oil- and gas-producing
and importing companies.

In addition, I desire to raise the question whether
the President might not well take such action in the
oil emergency as he deems necessary in the limita-
tion of daily production to present requirements;
in the limitation of the amount drawn from storage,
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based on last year's withdrawals; and in the limita-
tion of imports (possibly the fixing of prices for the
different grades of oil), and in forming a board
with governmental authority to carry out this plan.

I am informed that there are important bodies
of opinion among oil men in Pennsylvania in sup-
port of the foregoing suggestions.

As with oil, so with coal. I am vigorously of
opinion that strong executive measures are abso-
lutely necessary before either industry can hope for
a return to prosperous times.

Sincerely yours,
GIFFORD PINCHOT.

[Page 48]

AUSTIN, TEX., May 25, 1933.

Hon. HAROLD L. IKES,
Secretary of the Interior:

Replying to your letter of May 22, beg to advise
that bill H. R. 5695 by Marland meets with my ap-
proval, and I think its early passage is demanded
to stop the illegal overproduction of oil in Texas
and perhaps elsewhere. We have a deplor-
able condition in Texas, and from reliable infor-
mation it appears that the production of oil in
violation of our proration laws exceeds the amount
permitted by our proration laws. In my opinion,
prompt action by the Federal Government is the
only effective remedy of this condition which is
resulting in waste of our most valuable natural re-
source and at the same time an inexcusable loss in
taxes to the State and the royalty owners. Assur-
ing you of my willingness to cooperate with you to
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the fullest extent to bring about needed relief, I am
respectfully yours,

MIRIAM A. FERGUSON,
Governor of Texas.

FRANKFORT, KY., May 13, 1933.

Hon. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,

Washington, D. C.
Because of excessive and uncontrolled produc-

tion of crude oil from flush wells in Texas result-
ing in unprecedented low prices of crude oil with
which the thousands of small wells in Kentucky
cannot compete, our local oil industry is demoralized
and threatened with complete prostration. I earn-
estly request that you give the support of your ad-
ministration to the measure recently prepared by
a committee representing the Governors of Kansas,
Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania, whereby the Secre-
tary of the Interior is given dictatorial powers over
the oil industry. The oil men of Kentucky believe
that this particular measure is preferable to any
other that has been proposed and understand it has
the full support of the Secretary of the Interior.

RUBY LAFFOON,
Governor of Kentucky.

GOVERNOR'S CHAMBERS,

Sacramento, Calif., April 11, 1933.

The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I have the great honor to

acknowledge receipt and to thank you for your
letter of April 1 and the oil committee recommenda-
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tions which accompanied it. They were promptly
sent to both houses of our legislature now in session,
and a copy of my letter of transmittal is attached
hereto.

My delayed acknowledgment is due to the fact
that before writing you I desired to confer with
the various factions of the oil industry in Cali-
fornia, in the hope that inspired by national recom-
mendation of the need for action, and by your
desire to stabilize the industry, the differences
which have heretofore existed in California might
happily be compromised. I deeply regret that I
cannot assure you of my success.

The dissenters are made up of a small group rep-
resenting not more than 5 percent of the production
in the State. They have persistently refused to
subscribe to the plan of voluntary curtailment in
this State, which with their cooperation would now
be adequate to meet the situation here without stat-
utory enactment. The minority report recently
filed in Washington is their statement.

Two years ago our legislature passed, and I
signed, a bill introduced by Senator William
Sharkey, designed to control the production of
crude oil. This control was lodged in a board to
be elected by the oil producers. A small group of
producers were dissatisfied with the bill and op-
posed its passage, stating that they would resist any
regulatory legislation. The referendum was in-
voked, and a public campaign followed in which the
charge was made that the ratification of this meas-
ure by the people would result in monopolistic con-
trol of the oil industry by the major companies, and
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in 30-cent gasoline, which would be a higher price
than that paid during the war period.

I have never thought the opponents of the
Sharkey bill really believed either of these state-
ments to be correct, but those unable to acquaint
themselves with the facts undoubtedly accepted the
statements as true, and the bill was defeated 4 to 1.

Please be assured of my sincere desire to collabo-
rate with you in a national plan of oil proration,
and it is my earnest hope that the California Legis-
lature will seriously consider the recommendations
of the national committee now before it. With
personal regards to you,

Respectfully and sincerely yours,

JAMES RoLPH, JR.,

Governor of California.

[Page 50]

OTKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., May 3, 1933.

The PRESIDENT,
The White Hose.

The undersigned Governors of the States of Okla-
homa and Kansas make reference to your letter of
March 28 addressed to us. We have just met in
conference, the subject matter of that conference
being your letter and the present demoralized con-
dition of the petroleum industry. We have
reached the following conclusions and make the
following suggestions:

First. We are of the opinion that aid must be
forthcoming from the Federal Government, this to
take the form of an appropriate act of Congress
which has as its basic object the balancing of the
supply and demand and the fair apportionment of
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such demand as may exist for crude oil among not
,only the various producing States but also among
the various pools therein. We have before us cop-
ies of a proposed law which has been presented to
the Secretary of the Interior and which press dis-
patches state he has transmitted to you for exami-
nation without discussing either legal or a number
of detail features of that proposed law. We state
-that we generally are in accord with its apparent
objectives. We emphasize the fact that our States
have particularly suffered because of the lack of
control over allocations of purchases which in turn,
among other reasons, result from a failure to prop-
erly limit imports.

We believe that fair and proper legislation
should further provide in substance for a limita-
tion of imports to an amount not exceeding the
average daily imports for the last 6 months of the
calendar year 1932, which was the unanimous rec-
ommendations of the committee of 15, composed of
representatives of governors, major companies,
and independents at the Washington conference on
March 27 last. The Governor of Kansas has ap-
pointed as his representatives:

E. B. Shawver, president Producers and Land
Owners' Association of Kansas.

Carl Weiner, president Stripper Oil Well Asso-
ciation.

Ralph J. Pryor, chairman State Oil Advisory
Committee.

The Governor of Oklahoma has appointed as his
representatives: Cicero I. Murray, Wirt Franklin,
W. N. Davis.

We have given authority and instructions for
those appointed to go to Washington as our rep-
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resentatives to solicit from the National Adminis-
tration and Congress such aid and cooperation so
necessary to accomplish these specific purposes
mentioned above and generally do what they can
with aid of your Excellency and Congress to restore
prosperity to this great basic industry.

WM. H. MURRAY,
Governor of Oklahoma.

ALFRED M. LANDON,
Governor of Kansas.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Austin, Tex., May 5, 1933.
Hon. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,

President, Washington, D. C.
MY DEAR MR. ROOSEVELT: I today wired you as

follows:
"The oil industry in Texas is still in a very con-

fused and desperate condition. The illegal pro-
duction of oil perhaps approximates the legal pro-
duction of oil. Known violators of our proration
laws appear to have the confidence of our railroad
commission, which under its powers is permitting
an overproduction of oil amounting to 400,000 bar-
rels daily. Lack of power of the State to control
interstate shipments and the importation of for-
eign oil, coupled with the failure of our railroad
commission to control the situation, makes it doubt-
ful whether the oil situation in Texas and Okla-
homa and other oil-producing States can be suc-
cessfully controlled by State jurisdiction.

"Our situation in Texas grows worse every day,
and the people, especially in east Texas, are be-
coming desperate; and while there has not yet been
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any serious outbreak, there is so much intemperate
expression and ill-feeling in the minds of the peo-
ple that we will not be surprised if a serious situa-
tion might develop any day. In view of this peril-
ous condition, and the ruinous and ridiculous prices
now being paid the producers, which are destroying
the industry, I have decided to say to you that, in
my opinion, the public service will be best con-
served by the prompt passage of laws that will
give to you authority to take charge of the oil in-
dustry as emergency legislation, to continue for at
least 2 years, or until the present deplorable situa-
tion is relieved. I do not have in mind any par-
ticular verbiage, but I suggest the passage of legis-
lation in the form and substance of the Capper bill
or Ickes bill as mentioned in the dispatches. I had
hoped that conditions might have improved to
where the action here suggested might be unneces-
sary, but the failure of the legislature to give the
executive department any power to act in the prem-
ises and the apparent indisposition of our railroad
commission to act with any dispatch make it my
duty to call the matter to your attention in the hope
that your good offices might be enlisted in the ren-
dering of an imperative service. You are at liberty
to give this communication to the press, and a let-
ter of even date will follow giving further facts",
which I beg now to confirm. It appears that our
petroleum industry in Texas as well as in other
States is in a very chaotic condition. I had hoped
that the situation might be composed and that re-
spect for our proration laws would long before now
have had the effect to bring about an orderly pro-
duction of oil. It appears, though, that such is not

98810-34 12
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to be the case under present conditions and arrange-
ments.

The problem confronting us in Texas is that
there is a silent war going on between those who
want to produce oil illegally and those who want to
comply with the law. Unfortunately, the violators
of our proration laws have had too much encourage-
ment from those in authority. The violators have
construed their recognition as a license, as it were,
to produce and they have produced many million
barrels of oil in violation of law and without pay-
ing royalty to the owners of the lease or taxes to
the Government. Recently the railroad commis-
sion issued an order which permitted the produc-
tion of nearly double the amount of oil required,
and this soon resulted into an abnormal surplus
which has almost destroyed the value of oil, and it
is now selling legally and illegally in enormous
quantity at 10 cents a barrel.

For some reason, best known to themselves, our
railroad commission seem determined to authorize
this ruinous production, and if such a policy is
continued it will perpetuate further destruction of
a valuable natural resource, and it will so intensify
the feelings of the people as to incite them to exas-
peration which soon will result in a disregard for
all law and violent conflicts will undoubtedly result.

It is my opinion that if something is not done
quickly the entire industry in the United States
will be destroyed and profitable operations of oil
wells will be impossible. As we have such an enor-
mous area in Texas that is known to be underlaid
with petroleum, it can be readily seen how our ex-
cessive production will affect the price of the prod-
uct. It is pressingly necessary for prompt enforce-
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ment of the proration laws in all parts of our State
in order that we may escape the disastrous conse-
quences of overproduction in the way of low prices.

As stated in my message, any State labors under
considerable difficulty in dealing with oil shipped
interstate and oil imported into the different
States. These matters are peculiarly under the
jurisdiction of the Federal Government, and the
volume of business involved greatly overtaxes and
expands the facilities of the State to cope with the
situation. In addition, the magnitude of the under-
taking is so great that the expense is quite burden-
some to the State and it is difficult to provide the
funds necessary to accomplish the necessary control
of the industry.

It has been suggested that these matters might
be fit subjects for compact agreement between the
States. There is merit in the suggestion, but I
think the hopes of relief from compact agreements
between the States would be remote, and certainly
they would come after years of litigation in the
courts. The situation is now so pressing that some
agency must be set up with iron-hand authority to
get results. It is in view of these facts that I have
come to the conclusion, reluctantly, that the only
solution is for the matter to be placed under your
jurisdiction and authority until the emergency is
passed. I indeed regret that request for such
action on the part of our State is necessary, but it
appears that there is no other course.

With best wishes for your health and success
and with continued esteem, I am

Faithfully yours,

Governor of Texas.
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VIII. RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS, PRODUCTION AND
STORAGE REPORT FOR THE EAST TEXAS FIELD, SEPTEM-
BER, 1934

This report takes into consideration all informa-
tion regarding the following items:
(1) All outlets to the east Texas field:

a. Pipe-line deliveries out of the field.
b. Refineries runs to stills.
c. Tank-car shipments out of field.

(2) Storage increase or decrease:
a. Pipe-line Storage.
b. Gathering System Storage.
c. Lease Storage.
d. Refinery Storage.
e. Treating Plant Storage.

(3) Authorized oil in excess of the allowable:
a. Pit oil and and tank bottoms.
b. Shallow or salvage oil.
c. Scrubber from Gasoline Plants.

(4) Amount of production allowed each day.
(5) Refinery situation.
(6) Refined products shipments by tank cars.
(7) Activities of violation department.
(8) Recapitulation.

1. Outlets to the East Tesxas field.-Crude oil
from the East Texas field has three outlets.

(A) By twelve major pipe-line companies with
one 6" line, twelve 8" lines, seven 10" lines, and
three 12" lines, capable of moving approximately
1,000,000 barrels crude oil daily.

(B) By 79 Refineries, capable of running ap-
proximately 197,950 barrels crude oil daily to their
stills.

(C) By four Railroads with 50 loading racks,
capable of loading approximately 500 cars of crude
oil or refined products daily.
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(A) PIPE-LINE DELIVERIES

LEAVING THE EAST TEXAS FIELDS

(Main Lines)

Total Barrels ________________________-______----_ 12, 710, 753
Daily Average_ ________-______________________________ 423,692

(B) REFINERIES RUNS TO STILLS'

TO LOCAL REFINERIES

Total Barrels ________________-__________--____ ____ 2,157, 261
Daily Average--_______________________________________ 71,909

(C) TANK-CAR SHIPSMENTS, CRUDE OILS

OUT OF EAST TEXAS FIELD

Number of Cars ---------------__--------------------- 170
Total Barrels--___________._________________.---------- 38,080
Daily Average (Barrels) _____________________--__------ 1, 266

2. We are taking into consideration on this re-
port five classes of storage: (a) Pipe-line Storage,
(b) Gathering-System Storage, (c) Lease Storage,
(d) Refinery Storage, (e) Treating-Plant Storage.

(a) PIPE-LINE STORAGE (BARRELS)

7 a. m. September 1, 1934_______________________________ 3, 895, 461
7 a. m. October 1, 1934______________________________-_-- 3, 592, 219

Storage Decrease __---________--------___------ 303,242
Daily Average -_________________--_____ _______________ 10,108

(b) GATHERING-SYSTEM STORAGE (BARRELS)

7 a. m. September 1, 1934 _______________________________ 1,574,400
7 a. m. October 1, 1934 ___________________-____________ 1,195,859

Storage Decrease --___________--____________-- 378, 541
Daily Average ________-_-------__-------------------- 12, 618

1 All refineries in the field are not reporting to the Com-
mission but the " Runs to Stills " are arrived at by using the
figures on the ones that are reporting and on the ones that
are not reporting our scouts call on them each day and
ascertain the amount run to stills.
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(C) LAsr STORAGE (BARRE.S) 

7 a. m. September 1, 1934 ____--__ ____________---------- 1, 271, 86
7 a. m. October 1, 1934 -___________________--_---------- 1, 394, 856

Storage Increase _-____________-- ___---_--_------ 122, 990
Daily Average __--_____.___------___--_------ _-------- 7, 433

(d) REFINERY STORAGE (BARRELS)

7 a. m. September 1, 1934 _____________________-__-------- 773, 140·
7 a. m. October 1, 1934 ___________________--__---------- 895, 644

Storage Increase----__---__--- _ -____._____._ ..---- 122, 504
Daily Average______--___------------------------------- 4, 083:

(e) TREATING-PLANT STORAGE (BARRELS)

7 a. m. September 1, 1934--_____-- ______----_----------- 33, 899.
7 a. m. October 1, 1934 _________________---------------- 30, 157

Storage Decrease _-------------------------------- 3, 742-
Daily Average ______-__------------------------------- 125,

3. Authorized oil in excess of the allowable-(a)
Pit oil and tank bottoms.-Permits were approved
for tank bottom and pit oil during the month, for
14,162 barrels of oil to be run by reclamation plants,.
Waste Oil picked up from creeks, loading racks,.
and refinery waste amounted to 28,085 barrels. Of
this amount approximately 56% was charged back
to the lease allowables, leaving 23,698 barrels run,
which is in excess of the allowable.

(b) Shallow wells or salvage oil.-A total of'
2,711 barrels of oil was run from the Mollie Fenn
lease during the month.

(c) Scrubber oil from gasoline plants.-A total
of 1,000 barrels of oil was run to pipe lines from
various gasoline plants.

Barrel
Pit oil and tank bottoms__ -______-________.- ______-____ 23,698
Shallow wells or salvage oil ___________________________-___ 2, 711
Scrubber oil ____________-_.____ _________ ___-_____________ 1, 000,

Grand total___________________________________ -7, 409,
Daily average __-____________________-_________________ 914

2 155 Producers did not report and their storage is not
included in this report.
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4. On September 1, 1934, there were 14,392 wells
producing in the East Texas field. During Sep-
tember there were 265 wells completed, making a
total as of October 1, 1934, of 14,657 wells.

Actual allowable, September 1, 1934 to September 30, Inclusive

.Date

Sept. 1 -----------------
Sept. 2 ------------------
Sept. 3 --------------------
Sept. 4 -------------------
Sept. 5 -------
Sept. 6 ------------------
Sept. 7 -.----------------
Sept. 8 - - - - - - - - -
Sept. 9 ----------
Sept. 10-................
Sept. 11 ------
Sept. 12 - ------------
Sept. 13.......
Sept. 14.........
Sept. 15......
Sept. 16 ----------
Sept. 17 - -------------
Sept.18 --------
Sept. 19-- - ---- -
Sept. 20 --.----------
Sept. 21 .........
Sept. 22 -----------------
Sept. 23........
Sept. 24 -.------------
Sept. 25 -------------------.
Sept. 26 -.-- -----------
Sept. 27.......
Sept. 28.......
Sept. 29.........
Sept. 30.......

Total Allowable
(Barrels)..........

Daily Average
Barrels) ..........

5. Refinery situation.-During the month of Sep-
tember there was a total of 80 refineries in the East
Texas Field. During the month 64 of these plants
operated, 16 of the total were shut down the entire
month and 2 of them were under construction. Out
of the total that operated, only 58 plants operated
more than fifteen days during the month.

Prorated
hourly po-

tential

Percent

Marginals

1,407
1,407
1,409
1, 411
1, 412
1,416
1,416
1, 416
1, 417
1,422
1,426
1,429
1,431
1,434
1,435
1,437
1,437
1, 437
1,440
1,442
1,443
1,443
1,445
1,447
1,449
1,450
1,452
1, 453
1,453
1,453

----------

Wells

14, 396
14, 402
14,407
14, 414
14,420
14,434
14, 446
14, 450
14, 456
14,470
14, 484
14, 495
14,505
14,516
14, 524
14,527
14, 539
14, 545
14, 559
14,565
14, 674
14, 578
14, 583
14, 601
14, 612
14,621
14, 632
14, 640
14, 648
14,657

Potentials

10, 526, 681
10, 531, 056
10,534, 021
10,538,731
10, 543,196
10, 552, 501
10, 561, 226
10, 564,151
10, 568, 211
10, 576, 656
10,585, 211
10, 592,236
10, 598, 941
10, 605, 776
10, 611, 711
10, 613, 286
10, 622, 626
10, 626, 666
10,636,701
10, 640, 661
10,647, 751
10, 650,881
10, 653, 666
10,666,141
10, 673, 971
10,680,001
10,687,936
10, 693, 221
10, 699, 281
10, 705, 911

Daily al-
lowable

425, 006
425,181
425,306
425, 500
525,581
426,064
426, 413
426,530
426, 696
427,047
427,401
427,691
427,964
428,246
428,486
428,555
428,928
429,090
429, 500
429,664
429,950
430, 071
430,192
430, 697
431, 050
431,260
431, 683
431, 797
432,039
432, 264

12, 855, 852

428, 528

---
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6. Refined products shipments by tank car.

Number Number
Commodity of cars, of cars,

August September

Gasoline -..... ...........4, 844 4, 403
Fuel Oil - --------------------------------------------- 3, 212 2, 782
Tupped Crude - --------------------------- 910 1, 315
Gas Oil _-___ -- _ -_ ------------ _____ _ _ ---- __---- ___ 965 714
Kerosene - -- ---.--------------- -------- ------------------- 416 379
Distillate ---------------------------------------- 727 1, 053
Naphtha .--------------.- --------------- 2 1
Residinum ----------------------------.-.-.-.-.-.---.-.----- 610 569
Casinghead Gasoline ----------. ---- 522 526
Crude Tops .----------------------------------------- 82 32

Total Number of Cars -------------------- -------- 12,254 11, 774
Daily Average -.....----------------- 395 392

7. Activity of the violations department during
the month of September 1934-Refineries.-Thirty-
six violation reports were forwarded to the Attor-
ney General's Department for further legal action,
charging 17 refineries with receiving untendered oil
in contravention of the rules and regulations of the
Railroad Commission and representing a total of
106 penalty days.

Thirty-five reports were forwarded to the Attor-
ney General's Department charging 35 refineries
with failure to submit E-H-2 reports, as required
by the Rules and Regulations of the Railroad Com-
mission, involving 1,050 penalty days.

(A summary of the above will show that during
the month of September 1934 seventy-one (71) vio-
lation reports were forwarded to the Attorney
General's Department for proper legal action,
charging thirty-six (36) refining companies with
infringement of the Rules and Regulations of the
Railroad Commission and representing a total of
1,156 penalty days.)

Judge W. F. Robertson of the 126th District
Court of Travis County, Texas, granted temporary
restraining order against 29 refineries located in
the East Texas field for having open earthen stor-
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age for oil at their refinery site in contravention of
Rule No. 39 of the Railroad Commission of Texas
entered in Oil and Gas Docket on April 3, 1934,
stating that open-earthen storage for oil is here-
after prohibited except when the Commission
grants special permission in order to meet an
unforeseen emergency.

Operators.-Sixteen criminal violations were
reported to the district attorneys of the counties
wherein the violations took place charging various
operators with overproduction, using a means and
device to evade and prevent accurate measurement
of oil (bypass), conveying oil into possession of
another otherwise than from tanks, not burning a
flare simultaneously with production, etc.

8. Recapitulation
Crude oil leaving field: Barrels

Pipe Line Runs _______________------------------- 12, 710, 753
Refinery Runs to Stills_---------------------------- 2, 157, 261
Tank Car Shipments ----------------------------- 38, 080

Total ________________--------_ __--------------- 14, 906, 094

August storage:
Pipe Line (Decrease) ------------------------------ 303,242
Gathering. System (Decrease) ___------------------- 378,541
Lease (Increase) ______________-------------------- 122, 990
Refinery (Increase) -______-- -__------------------- 146, 311
Treating Plant (Decrease) __---_----_-------------- 3, 742

Total Net Decrease_---_-_---------------------- 416, 224

Authorized oil run in excess of allowable:
Pit Oil and Tank Bottoms _________-______--------- 23, 698
Salvage Oil or Shallow Wells _______---_----- _----- 1, 000
Scrubber Oil __________-_____________--_---------- 2, 711

Total___--------------------------------- -- 27, 409

Total oil run________-______________________--------- 14,462,461
Total September allowable ______---- __---------------- 12, 855, 852
September production over allowable ______-- ___-------- 1, 606, 609
Average daily production over allowable----------------- 53, 554
Per well average daily production over allowable_________ 3. 65

RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS,

Oil f Gas Division, Kilgore, Texas.
By D. W. PowER, Auditor.
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IX. CODE PROVISIONS AUTHORIZING LIMITATION OF
PRODUCTION

The following codes, listed in the order of their
approval, either directly provide for limitation of
production upon a quota basis or authorize such
limitation upon specified conditions or contin-
gencies:

Lumber and Timber Products (Art. VIII).
Petroleum (Art. 111, Secs. 3-5).
Glass Container (Art. VI, Sched. A).
Cement (Art. VI).
Corrugated & Solid Fibre Shipping Con-

tainer (Art. VII).
Atlantic Mackerel Fishing (Art. VIII, Title

C, Sec. 1 (c)-(e)).
Copper (New Art. VII, 6 (12)(a). (See

order approving code.)

The following codes, listed in the order of their
approval, authorize limitation upon the hours of
operation of machines or plants:

Cotton Textile (Art. III, 2).
Wool Textile (Art. IV).
Coat and Suit (Part I, Third).
Lace Manufacturing (Art. III).
Corset and Brassiere (Art. 4).
Men's Clothing (Art. IV).
Hosiery (Art. IV, 6-8).
Cast Iron Soil Pipe (Art. 6).
Wall Paper (Art. IV (b)).
Underwear and Allied Products (Part I,

Art. IV; Part III).
Textile Bag (Art. III (b)).
Glass Container (Art. VII; Sched. "C")
Silk Textile (Art. III, 1).
Umbrella (Art. III, 2).
Handkerchief (Art. III, 2).
Throwing (Sec. II (d) 1).
Dress Manufacturing (Art. III, 4).
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Canning and Packing Machinery (Art. III
(e)).

Nottingham Lace Curtain (Art. III).
Novelty Draperies (Art. III, 4).
Funeral Supply (Art. III, 2).
Cotton Garment (Art. V).
Newsprint (Art. III, 1).
Upholstery and Drapery (Art. III, Sec. 4).
Cigar Container (Art. III, (d)).
Machined Waste (Art. III, 2).
Rubber Manufacturing (Chap. X, Art. IV-

A, Sec. 1).
Hair Cloth (Art. III, 5).
Knitted Outerwear (Art. III, (d)).
Wax Paper (Art. III, 4).
Rayon and Silk Dyeing (Art. III, 5, 6).
Medium and Low Priced Jewelry (Sched. G,

2 (a)).
Velvet (Art. VIII).
Paper Stationery and Tablet (Art. III, 4).
Blouse and Skirt Manufacturing (Art. II,

5).
Robe and Allied Products (Art. III, 5).
Slit Fabrics (Art. III, 8).
Drapery and Upholstery Trimming (Art.

III, 4).
Dental Laboratory (Art. III, Sec. 7).
Envelope Manufacturing (Art. VI).
Light Sewing (Art. III, 4; Div. 2, Art. III).
Wet Mop (pArt. III, 3).
Textile Processing (Art. II, 4).
Advertising Display Installation (Art. III,

1).
Schiffli, Hand Machinery, etc. (Art. IV, 1

(b)).
Hat Manufacturing (Art. II, 5).
Shoulder Pad (Art. III, 8).
Laundry (Art. III, 4, 5).
Ready-made Furniture (Art. III, 3).
Cordage and Twine (Art. VI, 7).
Solid Braided Cord (Art. VI).
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Narrow Fabrics (Art. III, 4).
Soft Fibre Manufacturing (Art. III, 4).
Celluloid Button, etc. (Art. III, 10).

X. THE METHOD OF DETERMINING THE CONSUMER DEMAND
AND ALLOCATING IT AMONG THE STATES

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

City of Washington, ss:
Edward B. Swanson,* having been first duly

sworn on oath deposes and says:
I am a resident of the city of Washington, in the

District of Columbia, and am chief economist of the
Petroleum Economics Division of the United States
Bureau of Mines of the Department of Commerce.
I graduated at the University of Washington in
1918, and thereafter for almost 2 years did gradu-
ate study in economics in the Robert S. Brookings
Graduate School of Economics and Government in
Washington, D. C. I have been engaged with the
United States Bureau of Mines in work associated
with the economic study of the petroleum industry
for the past 10 years. Since the latter part of 1922
I have been directly in charge of the Petroleum
Economics Division in the Bureau of Mines and for
2 years prior thereto I served as assistant chief of
the said division. The Petroleum Economics Divi-
sion was established in 1925 upon the recommenda-
tion of the committee designated by the Secretary
of Commerce to study the program of the Bureau
of Mines at the time of its transfer from the De-

*This affidavit was introduced in evidence by respondents-
at the trial before the District Court in the Amazon case
(No. 260) but was not included in the record on appeal to
the Circuit Court of Appeals. Counsel for petitioners in
this case have stipulated with the respondents that this affi-
davit may be presented for consideration by this Court.
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partment of the Interior to the Department of
Commerce. It was made up of the petroleum unit
of the Mineral Resources Division of the United
States Geological Survey, dating back to 1882; the
petroleum refinery statistics section of the Bureau
of Mines, dating back to 1917; and the petroleum
portion of Minerals Division of the Bureau of For-
eign and Domestic Commerce. Its creation re-
sulted from the consolidation in one unit of work
hitherto done in three separate bureaus. Its pur-
pose is to provide current economic data to those
interested in the petroleum, natural gas, and allied
industries. It prepares and distributes regular
and special reports and, by correspondence and
otherwise, furnishes information relating to re-
serves, production, transportation, stocks, con-
sumption, prices, distribution, uses, and marketing
of petroleum products and byproducts; refining,
transportation and storage facilities; and the eco-
nomic factors resulting in or influenced by current
changes in utilization. This work is done with the
view of serving public interest by assisting in coor-
dinating production and manufacturing operations
to demand, in promoting efficient distribution, and
in assuring ample supplies of petroleum products.
The division serves in a consulting capacity to other
Government agencies with respect to problems re-
lated to oil and natural gas.

My connection with forecasting the amount of
crude-oil production required to balance consumer
demand began in 1931, when I served as chairman
of a voluntary committee on petroleum economics
which was designated by the Federal Oil Conserva-
tion Board to serve and estimate the approximate
crude oil and gasoline supply and demand for the
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period from April 1, 1931, to September 30, 1931.
The Federal Oil Conservation Board was desig-
nated by the President of the United States on
December 19, 1924, and was composed of the Sec-
retary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, the
Secretary of the Interior, and the Secretary of
Commerce. Copy of the letter of the President
constituting the Board is marked "Exhibit 1",
is attached hereto and made a part hereof. I con-
tinued this work as chairman of the said voluntary
committee until June 30, 1932. Although my con-
nection with the said voluntary committee ceased at
that time, it performed the same work to the close
of some time during the year 1933.

The Petroleum Economics Division of the Bu-
reau of Mines first estimated the monthly consumer
demand for petroleum products in the United
States and the production of crude oil required to
balance the consumer demand for such petroleum
products for the period from October 1 to Novem-
ber 30, 1933. A similar determination has been
made by the said Division for the month of Decem-
ber 1933. This work has been done under my
supervision as chief economist of the said Petro-
leum Economics Division.

The method employed in determining such pro-
duction has been developed as the result of experi-
ence gained in the estimates or forecasts which
have been made by the said Petroleum Economics
Division and the said voluntary committee and the
private agencies during approximately the past 3
years. The method of forecasting the gasoline de-
mand has been developed in the United States Bu-
reau of Mines as the result of a special study ex-
tending over a period of almost 2 years. Funda-
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mental data employed in making the conclusions
entering into such forecasts are the official records
of the United States Bureau of Mines. The assem-
bling and analyses of these fundamental data are
conducted by members of the staff of the said Pe-
troleum Economics Division, all of whom have had
many years experience in assembling and working
with information of this character. The work thus
performed is done under my direct supervision, and
that portion of it pertaining to the interregional
movement of gasoline and crude oil, the analysis
of trends in refinery operations, and the seasonal
fluctuation of gasoline stocks, which result in a
forecast of required crude-oil production among
the several States is done by me personally.

The seasonal market demand for crude oil in
the various producing States in the United States
is determined by first ascertaining the total con-
sumer requirements for the principal petroleum
products in the United States and then working
back to determine the amount of crude oil needed
to satisfy this demand for the principal petroleum
products and the sources from which it is necessary
to obtain this supply. The various steps in this
process are hereinafter described.

The consumer demand for petroleum products
is determined primarily from a forecast of the
probable demand for gasoline during the period for
which required production of crude oil is being esti-
mated. Experience has shown that if sufficient
crude oil (when checked to meet fuel-oil require-
ments) is produced to satisfy the demand for gaso-
line, the demand for the other products of crude oil
will be adequately supplied.
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The probable domestic demand for gasoline is cal-
culated by multiplying the number of motor vehicles
in use by the unit consumption of gasoline per mo-
tor vehicle. The method employed in determining
the number of motor vehicles which will be in use
during the period for which the forecast is being
made is based upon a review of new-car and total-
car registrations during the period 1925 to 1932, in-
clusive, the cars in use at the beginning of any year
being the total registrations during the year less
new-car registrations made during the year. The
number of cars to be scrapped during the period
is calculated from data on registrations during the
13 years previous, using a formula to determine for
the total cars placed in use during each of these
years the percentage of which will be scrapped in
each succeeding year. By the combination of such
data for each of the years, cumulative data are
available to show the number of cars of previous
year's production which still are in use. The num-
ber of cars scrapped each year as determined by
the use of the above formula is checked against
actual scrapping as determined from car registra-
tions. The formula is adjusted for present eco-
nomic conditions. The monthly figures on cars in
use are distributed on a percentage basis developed
from previous experience in monthly fluctuations.
From these data the probable number of cars in
use during each month of the forecasting period is
determined by adding the probable new-car regis-
trations to the probable cars in use at the begin-
ning of the period and subtracting therefrom the
probable number of cars to be scrapped during the
period.
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The calculation on probable cars in use during
the forecasting months of 1933 has been checked
with actual data covering the first 9 months of the
year and the error between the calculated figure
and the actual total is twenty-three one hundredths
of 1 percent.

The number of motor vehicles in use, determined
as above described, is then multiplied by the unit
consumption of gasoline per vehicle. This unit
consumption figure is determined from data cover-
ing the period from 1925 to 1932, inclusive, by di-
viding the total gasoline consumption each month
by the number of motor vehicles in use during the
corresponding month and correcting the trend for
unusual fluctuations. The calculation shows a
straight line trend, deviations from which are in
accordance with economic conditions. Such devia-
tions are correlated with the index of business
conditions.

The figure for unit consumption of gasoline per
motor vehicle is computed on such a basis as
will include all of the nonautomotive consump-
tion of gasoline. In other words, the relationship
between automotive and nonautomotive gasoline
consumption during the past several years has been
relatively constant and the method of determining
unit consumption, consequently, results in the in-
clusion of the nonautomotive utilization of gasoline
in the figure for unit consumption.

In general it may be said of present conditions
that the number of motor vehicles in use is ap-
proximately 7 percent less than the number in use
1 year ago, whereas the unit consumption of gaso-
line per motor vehicle is slightly more than 7 per-
cent higher than it was a year ago. The net result

98810-34 13
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of offsetting the increase in gasoline consumption
per motor vehicle against the decrease in the num-
ber of motor vehicles in use results in indicating a
slight increase in total motor fuel or gasoline
consumption.

The above calculations are made directly under
my supervision by Mr. H. A. Breakey, a graduate
of Denver University with the degrees of A. B. and
M. A. and who has completed at the University of
California, Berkeley, Calif., and American Univer-
sity, Washington, D. C., all of the work necessary
for the granting of a Ph. D. degree with the ex-
ception of the completion of his thesis. In addi-
tion, Mr. Breakey was employed for 4/2 years
during the period 1916 to 1920 by oil companies
operating in the Rocky Mountain district.

Through the multiplication of unit consumption
per motor vehicle by the calculated number of
motor vehicles which will be in use during the pe-
riod covered by the forecast, there is determined
the total quantity of gasoline which will be required
for consumption within the United States. This
figure is checked through an analysis of trends in
domestic gasoline consumption in the territories
served by the eight refining districts in the United
States which have been employed by the Bureau
of Mines in substantially the present form since the
assembly and publication of petroleum refinery
statistics was begun by the Bureau of Mines. The
analysis of such trends is based upon gasoline tax
returns during the period 1930 to 1933, to date, in-
clusive, the consumption in each district being ex-
pressed in terms of its percentage to the national
consumption. Through the analysis of the rela-
tionship between gasoline consumption in each of
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the consuming territories, the trend in gasoline
consumption in each of the areas is determined.
These trends are utilized in checking the total fig-
ure as previously determined and also for the pur-
pose of dividing the national consumption into the
consumption for each of the districts.

Having thus determined the probable consump-
tion of gasoline in each of the districts, there is
then added to the figure for each district the prob-
able export of gasoline from that district during
the period. The total of these two sets of figures
then represents the total gasoline demand, includ-
ing domestic requirements and that needed for
shipment to other countries and territories.

The total gasoline requirement for each district
is then divided into that which will be manufac-
tured at refineries located within the consuming
territory and that which will be received from other
refining districts. This division is based upon an
analysis of trends in the interregional movement of
gasoline over the period 1932 and 1933 to date. By
making such a calculation for each district and con-
solidating the requirements thus determined for
each producing district, there is determined the
quantity of gasoline which should be supplied from
each producing district in order to meet the de-
mand in the territory normally served by that dis-
trict. These figures for regional demands are then
adjusted to meet the requirements of normal sea-
sonal fluctuations in stocks of gasoline held at re-
fineries and bulk terminal plants. Through the
adjustment of the demand figure with, the normal
seasonal fluctuation of stocks, there is determined
the quantity of gasoline which should be produced
within each district, either at petroleum refineries
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or from such miscellaneous sources of motor fuel
supply as the output of stabilized gasoline at nat-
ural gasoline plants or the admixture of benzol.

From the required production of gasoline in each
district there is deducted the quantity which will
be supplied through stabilized natural gasoline or
the admixture of benzol, the remaining figure being
the quantity of gasoline which will be required to,
be manufactured at petroleum refineries within
each district. There is then deducted the quantity
of natural gasoline which, it is calculated, will be
blended with motor fuel produced from crude
petroleum in each district. The quantity of natural
gasoline is determined on the basis of the recorded
operations in each district during the period 1930
to 1933 to date, inclusive. A deduction of the
quantity of natural gasoline to be blended from the
total gasoline to be manufactured at petroleum
refineries in each district determines the quantity
of gasoline which is to be manufactured from crude
petroleum.

The experience of petroleum refineries during
the period 1930 to 1933 to date, as to the relative
output of crude petroleum from straight distilla-
tion and by cracking, is then reviewed to determine
the probable recovery factor which should be em-
ployed during the period under consideration to
determine the quantity of crude petroleum which
necessarily must be refined in order to produce the
quantity of gasoline which it has been determined
will be required to be produced through the refining
of crude petroleum. The application of this factor
determines the quantity of crude petroleum which
will be needed at refineries in each district.
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Data as to the interstate movement of crude
petroleum from producing areas to petroleum re-
fineries during the period 1932 to 1933 to date are
then reviewed to determine the trends in the estab-
lishment of trade channels with respect to the
movement of crude petroleum from producing dis-
tricts to refining districts. The relationships thus
determined are then applied to the quantity of
crude petroleum which will be required by petro-
leum refineries in each district and there is thus
determined the quantity of crude petroleum which
will be required from each producing area to supply
the requirement for crude petroleum in each refin-
ing district. These calculations are consolidated
and there is determined the required production of
crude petroleum in order to meet the refining needs
during the period under consideration. Data on
the exportation of crude petroleum during the pe-
riod 1932 to 1933 to date are then reviewed to deter-
mine the probable export of crude petroleum from
each producing district. In a similar manner the
records of each producing district are examined to
determine the quantity of crude petroleum which
will be consumed directly as fuel, burned in field
operations, or lost in handling. The probable ex-
ports of crude petroleum, together with the prob-
able amount which will be consumed directly as fuel
or lost in each district, are then added to the re-
quirements of each district for crude oil for refin-
ing. The total of these items thus gives the total
crude-oil requirement for each producing district.
The data employed are available in such form that
these requirements are determined directly on the
basis of producing States.
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These figures then are finally checked in order to
determine the effect of the resulting operations
upon the available supply of fuel oil.

In reviewing the data available for the first 6
weeks of the 2-month period with respect to re-
quired production of crude oil to balance consumer
demand for petroleum products during the period
October-November 1933, in comparison with the
estimate made by the Federal agency for that
period, it has been calculated that the probable.
error between the actual consumer demand for pe-
troleum products and that estimated will not exceed
twenty-five one-hundredths of 1 percent.

The number of barrels of crude oil required to be
produced in Texas during December 1933 to meet
consumer demand for petroleum products for that
month was estimated as follows: Through the calcu-
lation, whereby the probable number of motor ve-
hicles in use during the month of December 1933
was multiplied by the unit consumption per motor
vehicle, it was found that the domestic demand for
gasoline during the month of December 1933 would
be 28,242,000 barrels.

Through analysis of trends in regional consump-
tion of gasoline, in each of the refining districts, it
was determined that the demand for gasoline in
Texas during December 1933 would represent 5.1
percent of the national consumption. The re-
mainder of the national gasoline consumption dur-
ing December 1933 was divided as follows: East
coast 37.2; Appalachian, 4.4; Indiana, Illinois,
Kentucky, Michigan, etc., 27.6; Rocky Mountain
district, 2.4; and California, 12.6.

By multiplying the national demand of 28,-
242,000 barrels by the Texas percentage of 5.1, it
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was determined that gasoline consumption within
the borders of Texas would amount to 1,440,000
barrels. In addition, through the study of recent
trends in gasoline exports, it was calculated that
gasoline shipments from Texas ports to foreign
countries and territories during December 1933
would amount to 563,000 barrels. The addition of
the probable exports and the relatively minor addi-
tion of 35,000 barrels of gasoline stocks to the fig-
ures of probable gasoline consumption within the
State of Texas gives the figure of 2,038,000 barrels
as the gasoline and motor-fuel requirement within
the State of Texas during December 1933. A small
portion of this, calculated at 113,000 barrels, will
be supplied from stabilized gasoline and other mis-
cellaneous sources of motor fuel. The net gasoline
requirement within the State of Texas, determined
by the subtraction of the miscellaneous supply from
the total motor-fuel requirement, will amount to
1,925,000 barrels.

In addition to supplying the gasoline which will
be consumed within its own borders, gasoline pro-
duced at refineries located in Texas is shipped to
other areas which it provides a portion of the sup-
ply necessary to meet the gasoline demand in those
areas. Through observance of trends in interre-
gional gasoline movements, it was determined gas-
oline from Texas to refineries would supply 41.07
percent of the gasoline demand in the east coast re-
gion during December 1933. In addition to gaso-
line shipments to the east coast, gasoline from Texas
refineries also is shipped northward into the dis-
trict comprising Indiana, Illinois, and adjacent
States. As part of the examination of interre-
gional gasoline movements, it was determined that
gasoline from Texas refineries would supply 13.67


